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INSPIRING SERVICE.
GUARANTEED.
OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

AUTHENTIC JAPAN
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The trip was totally awesome and
I am at a loss to completely put my
enjoyment into words! Thank you!
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AMAZING 17 DAY FULLY GUIDED TOUR
WITH CATHAY PACIFIC AIRFARES

• PAY F

INCLUDING RETURN AIRFARES WITH CATHAY PACIFIC
CHOOSE TO TRAVEL FROM MARCH TO NOVEMBER 2019

osaka / Kyoto / naruto / takamatsu / matsuyama / beppu / nagasaki / karatsu / fukuoka / hiroshima
miyajima / himeji / Kanazawa / Shirakawago / Takayama / Nagano / Matsumoto / Mt Fuji / Hakone / Tokyo

Your 17 Day authentic Japan tour package includes:
• Return international airfares with Cathay Pacific;
return airport transfers
• 15 nights in quality twin-share accommodation
• Daily breakfast, 1 memorable Kaiseki cuisine dinner

• A professional English speaking escorted tour guide;
dedicated transportation
• Ride the iconic bullet train from Hakone area to Tokyo
• Stunning sightseeing throughout

17 Days PER PERSON TWIN SHARE FROM

$

4,999

*

Typically $8,850

SEE ONLINE FOR THIS AND MANY MORE INSPIRING VACATIONS

REGISTER YOUR AGENCY ACCOUNT TODAY
visit

www.inspiringvacations.com

call

1300 88 66 88 – 7 days per week
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DISCOVER
IRELAND’S WILD
ATLANTIC WAY
A visit to Ireland - at the rugged edge of
Europe - is like an epic journey through an ever
changing landscape and history, the perfect
beginning or end to any European trip.
Experience the untamed west coast of Ireland,
and start an adventure you’ll never want to
end. The 2,500 km Wild Atlantic Way route is
the longest defined coastal drive in the world
accompanied by the elemental roar of the
Atlantic and the warmth of the Irish people.
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We talk to Matt Beard, the founder of new
Australian travel company Tripfuser, about
their plans to help agents create more
business, and Bruce Poon Tip reveals why he
set up G Adventures and his hopes for the
future of sustainable tourism

44 HAWAII
Hawaiian Airlines and the world’s largest
open air shopping centre have teamed up
again to offer great bargains to guests flying
with the flagship carrier. We also check out
the latest news and exciting packages from
a couple of top resorts.

48 FIJI
Captain Cook Cruises Fiji has joined forces
with a local charity to help fight childhood
diseases in the country, while there’s another
major award heading to a luxury resort.

49 ASIAN ESCAPES
India offers such a complex mixture of
experiences and APT has a new tour that
allows guests to sample them all. And we
look at how you can follow in the starstudded footsteps of the cast of
Crazy Rich Asians in Singapore.

54 IRELAND
Annual CAB audited circulation
average: 6,289
Oct 2017 to March 2018
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50

Traveltalk’s JON UNDERWOOD continues his
exploration of the Wild Atlantic Way, possibly
the longest coastal driving route in the world.
Here he samples the craic of the Cliff Coast.

56 RIVER CRUISING
While every care and precaution has been taken in the preparation of
Traveltalk, no liability can be accepted for errors or omissions herein.
Information is published in good faith to stimulate independent
investigation by the reader. Views and opinions expressed in Traveltalk
do not necessarily reflect those of the management.
All articles are fully protected by copyright. To obtain written
permission to reproduce any material please contact the managing
editor on editorial@traveltalkmag.com.au

We’ve got news of a great agent incentive
that could land you onboard a Viking ship in
Europe. Plus Thomas Morgan, Riviera Travel’s
Australian Sales Manager, explains how the
UK-based company is aiming to ruffle some
feathers Down Under.
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AGENTtalk

GRAB BIRTHDAY PRIZES

WORTH $18,000

Family in tea plantation.
Dreamstime

ON THE Go Tours (OTGT) are celebrating their 20th
birthday with a prize draw for travel agents worth nearly
$18,000.
Agents can enter the competition by making a booking
of any group tour or tailor-made holiday with OTGT. Each
booking made by December 7 results in one entry.
The gold tier prize is two spots on the company’s ‘Wild
About Sri Lanka’ group tour with three-nights in the
Maldives plus international flights. Silver tier prizes include
an iPad, GoPro, Canon camera, Beats headphones and
iPod touch.
Bronze tier prizes include $50 to $100 restaurant or
shopping vouchers, champagne, Kindle, FitBits and cabin
luggage.
Five winners will be drawn every fortnight from a raffle
until the final prize draw on December 8.
Since the first trip to Egypt and the Pyramids of Giza in
1998, OTGT have expanded to now offer group tours and
tailor-made holidays in more than 50 countries.
The company has grown as much as the product
offering with reservation teams in London, Brisbane and
Johannesburg, and with representation in Canada, New
Zealand and America.
■ onthegotours.com

BROOKE ENJOYS
HER TOY STORY

Left to right: Phil Ambrose (Infinity Team Leader), Mark Rheinbay (Strategic Account Manager
Celebrity Cruises), Erin Lutwyche (Infinity Team winner), Tammy Marquet (Cruise Specialist
Area Leader Infinity Cruise)

Erin and Karen have the edge

ERIN LUTWYCHE and Karen Wasserfuhr have been crowned winners of the Celebrity Edge
travel agent incentive.
Lutwyche is from Infinity Cruise and Wasserfuhr is from Ucango Travel and Cruise Centre
in Pelican Waters, Queensland. They will be two of the first Australian agents to experience
Celebrity Edge when she sets sail from Fort Lauderdale in Florida in November.
Apart from the cruise, the pair won return economy flights as well as a night’s
accommodation before the inaugural sailing.
“I worked really hard to enter every booking and this is a dream come true. I can’t wait,”
Lutwyche said.
An equally thrilled Wasserfuhr was “surprised and delighted to have won [an] incredible
opportunity to experience the new Celebrity Edge.”
Earlier this year Australasian agents were given the chance to enter the competition through
every new booking made on Celebrity Cruises sailings departing before April 30 2019.
Pictures courtesy Disney
■ celebritycruises.com.au
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BROOKE BARDEN has been named as the
second random winner on Disney’s ‘A Very
Merry Toy Story Land Christmas’ mega famil.
Brooke, from Flight Centre Chermside
in Queensland, will get to experience six
nights’ accommodation at Walt Disney
World Resort. Here, she will visit all four
theme parks and be one of the first to visit
Buzz, Woody and the entire Toy Story team
at the all new Toy Story Land.
■ disney.com.au

MYSTERY
SURROUNDS
FAMIL
COSTSAVER HAS launched its first agent
incentive famil with winners heading to a
mystery destination.
Every booking with the travel brand will
get agents one step closer to taking part
in the Costsaver Clique. One place will be
awarded to the top 20 agencies, as well as
five wildcard spots.
■ costsavertour.com/en-au/costsaver-clique

AGENTtalk

Viking Coffs up the
Wanderlust winner
THE STAFF at one agency have plenty to
smile about after winning the recent ‘Winter
Wanderlust’ trade marketing incentive from
Viking.
Travel Centre Coffs Harbour in New South
Wales has won a cabin on Viking’s 15-day
‘Southeast Asia & Hong Kong’ cruise thanks
to their extensive multi-channel marketing
campaign.
Their comprehensive campaign included
EDM’s, Facebook activity, window displays,
Viking videos on loop, local newspaper
promotions, daily blackboard specials and a
video featuring the staff.
On the last weekend of the promotion,
Sally Simmons, Travel Centre’s Marketing
Manager, baked Viking cupcakes and clients
posed for photos wearing Viking helmets.
Sally even threw her son overboard to
showcase the ‘no kids’ policy on Viking cruises.
“The staff were so excited to win the
fabulous cruise,” said Glenda Halliwell, owner/
manager of Travel Centre Coffs Harbour.
“The promotion was lots of fun and a real
team effort, everyone got involved. The best
fun was the day on the boat making the video.”
The incentive ran between May and
July, with agents free to choose the type of
campaign, from digital to print to in-store
marketing activity, with Viking providing
images and collateral support. Agents then
submitted details of their campaign for
judging.
First prize was a deluxe veranda
stateroom for two aboard Viking Orion on
last month’s Bangkok to Hong Kong sailing.
The prize included all onboard meals in eight
dining venues, wine and beer with onboard
lunch and dinner, a free shore excursion in
every port and unlimited Wi-Fi.
“It was great to see so many agencies
getting behind this incentive,” said Liz Sawers,
Director Sales, Australia & New Zealand.
“There were a number of fantastic
entries but Travel Centre Coffs Harbour are
very worthy winners who went above and
beyond with their well thought out and
creative campaign.”
■ vikingcruises.com.au

WIN A
FIVE-STAR
RESORT STAY
PERCHED HIGH on the cliffs of Kamala Kathu in Phuket, Paresa Resort is an ultra-luxurious,
five-star property in Thailand.
It features 48 elegantly appointed suites, villas and residences, each offering
uninterrupted 270° views across the Andaman Sea. It also has two restaurants, a cooking
school and a high-end spa onsite.
Sound like somewhere you’d like to spend a few days? Good news!
The team at Paresa is offering Australian travel agents the chance to win a three-night
stay in a suite with breakfast included. Simply head to our website (traveltalkmag.com.au)
to enter the competition.
■ paresaresorts.com

Swiss hit for
fortunate five
AGENTS HAVE walked off with great prizes
following an educational evening hosted by
Switzerland Tourism.
Held at the newly opened QT Perth hotel,
the function began with agents learning more
Mark Wettstein, Director Switzerland
Tourism ANZ; Richard Leonard,
about the popular European country and some
Commercial Director Rail Plus ANZ
suggested itineraries.
and Lorna Groves, Swiss International
As to the winners, Aimee von Dungen and
Air Lines and the lucky winners.
Philip Smethurst from Bicton Travel took home a
Victorinox Swiss army knife and SWISS thermos
bottle respectively. Melissa Edwards from Flight Centre Business Travel scored a bottle of
sparkling wine from the UNESCO listed Lavaux vineyards.
Travel Manager Leanne Johnston won a Victorinox Suitcase and Melanie Tipper from
Flight Centre scored two, eight-day First Class Swiss Travel Passes.
Switzerland enjoyed a 14.1 per cent year-on-year increase in overnight stays in 2017,
which set a new record high in both the overnight numbers and percentage growth from
the Australian market. More than 55 per cent of all Swiss holiday bookings in Australia
come from travel agents.
■ myswitzerland.com
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Websites
promote
better
browsing
AGENTS CAN now expect an improved
online experience from the redesigned
Globus and Cosmos websites.
Globus family of brands set out more than
a year ago to improve the digital experience
of their Globus and Cosmos brands. The aim
was to create a seamless, user-friendly and
accessible platform for agents and consumers.
Following extensive user testing to inform
the latest functionality and features, the
updated websites now offer more efficient
navigation with a quicker path to tours,
information and departure dates, making for

a more enjoyable user experience.
According to Louise Percy, Digital
Marketing Manager Globus family of brands,
travel agents played a vital role in informing
and designing the new sites as well as the
subsequent enhancements that will follow
in coming months.
“Globus has always sought to best
support its trade partners through its
dedicated platforms and we’re proud that
the development of the Globus and Cosmos
sites has been a true collaboration with
agents,” said Ms Percy.

SCHOLARSHIP
OFFERS $40,000
IN AGENT PRIZES

APPLICATIONS FOR the renowned Avis Travel Agent Scholarship program are now open.
Founded in 1996, the Scholarship is now in its 22nd year, with applications for the
program open until October 12. Finalists will be announced on October 25 with the winner
revealed at a formal award dinner in November.
Established to encourage, recognise and award outstanding customer service, the
Scholarship has evolved into one of the most valuable and prestigious awards offered to
Australasian travel professionals.
The winner will enjoy a range of prizes and experiences valued at more than $40,000.
These include international travel to Singapore to attend the Phocuswright Conference and
professional guidance and access to exceptional training opportunities with organisations
such as Cruise Lines International Association Australasia (CLIAA).
Judged on extraordinary customer service and innovation in the workplace, the
application process is designed to be rigorous, transparent and impartial. Individuals
are required to answer a series of questions in the most creative way they see fit, before
submitting their responses in any format including Word, PowerPoint or video.
“We’re very excited to see what calibre of talent is revealed in this year’s Avis Travel Agent
Scholarship,” said Ian Jones, Commercial Director of Avis Budget Group Pacific.
“Every year the program has attracted hundreds of travel agents across Australia and New
Zealand and the applications only get harder and harder to judge.
“We’re proud to see the Scholarship continue to grow and become a benchmark for
excellent customer service within the travel industry. Personally, I am looking forward to
hearing all the fantastic stories that emerge.”
■ avisscholarship.com

Left: Michelle Ashcroft, 2003 Scholarship winner,
Steven McDonald, Head of Corporate Sales
Pacific, Barbara Baron, 2016 Scholarship winner
and Jenny Lorkin, Corporate Sales Manager
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“We’re incredibly grateful to all of the
travel agents and partners who provided
insights and support in the development
of the websites and are confident they’ll be
pleased with the result.”
The company aims to continuously build
on and improve the online experience
for both consumers and agents through
ongoing user-testing and the roll-out of
additional features. Avalon Waterways and
Monograms are also set to re-launch their
sites in the coming months.
■ globus.com.au; cosmostours.com.au

Sell travel your way
Enjoy more as a personal travel manager

Join TravelManagers, Australia’s premium
home-based mobile travel network and have
the freedom to work the way you’ve always
wanted to.
TravelManagers gives you the opportunity to work
with your choice of suppliers to deliver the very
best travel experience, whatever type of travel you
like to specialise in.

Earn. Travel. Live. More.

For a confidential chat, call or email us today

1800 019 599
Visit

join.travelmanagers.com.au

Email graciela.craig@travelmanagers.com.au

With the latest technology and marketing tools,
you’ll be able to work from anywhere, with more
free time to see the world.
Join over 500 personal travel managers in our
community who are already enjoying a better way
to work.
It’s time for you to enjoy travel more.

AGENTtalk: Famil review

The best Uber driver
DANA BROWN reports exclusively for Traveltalk on why every Aussie agent should aim to be a part
of the Uber Massive Incentive from G Adventures.
HAVE YOU ever wondered what it would be
like to go on G Adventure’s Uber Massive
Incentive (UMI) trip?
I’m about to spill the beans on their
annual UMI and let you know exactly why
you need to do anything and everything you
can to win yourself a space on next year’s
epic experience.
Over a number of months each year you
can accrue points for every booking you
make with G Adventures. Six top sellers earn
Dana Brown aboard
the Xavier III
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themselves a place on a dream journey,
along with six random spots.
G being G, they like to tease you over
those months and have some fun, with clues
as to where the next trip will take place. They
also reward you with some cool spot prizes
along the way. Think along the lines of iPads
and UE Booms.
This year it was sailing in the Galapagos
Islands (last year was Uganda and Rwanda),
a bucket list destination for most people. I
was lucky enough to win myself one of those
coveted spots onboard the Xavier III for a
week-long sojourn from Quito in Ecuador
through the southern Galapagos Islands.
Agents flew in from all over Australia and
New Zealand to meet in Quito, where the
journey would begin. But I have to say that
for me the adventure really started back
on home soil with a series of cancelled and
rescheduled flights, resulting in nearly 40
hours of travel time.
That gave us plenty of time to deliriously
bond with layovers in Auckland, Santiago
and Lima... thank god for TGI Fridays, a
fantastic crew and beer!
On arriving in Quito at 3am, the team
was beyond excited to check in early at the
Hotel Hilton Colon, take a shower and get
some rest before an optional city tour to
visit the highlights. Later that night we had

our first Ecuadorian dinner (and more beers)
together.
Day two was an early rise for our 4am pick
up to fly to Baltra and transfer to Santa Cruz
to board the boat for the most incredible five
nights I think anyone has ever had in their
lives.
Once onboard, our days consisted of
breakfast on the boat, a Zodiac to shore to
explore on nature hikes, a snorkel, lunch
back onboard, a nap on deck, beers, another
Zodiac to land on a new island to traverse,
an additional snorkel, afternoon snacks
and beers, dinner and games or free time...
sounds like we were really living the dream,
right?
Each time we took out the Zodiacs, we
were landing in a new place. With every
island we set foot on, the landscape and
inhabiting wildlife were vastly different to
the last.
From the red beaches of Rabida Island,
the volcanic cliffs of Punta Suarez, the white
sand and crystal blue water at Bachas beach,
and the hundreds of sea lions dotted along
the shore at Gardner Bay, we were in a
constant child-like state of amazement at the
diversity that is the Galapagos.
The wildlife was as contrasting as the
landscape. We viewed giant Galapagos
tortoises, sea lions, sharks, marine iguanas

and multiple species of endemic birds,
including the famed blue footed booby.
Some of us even played our own version
of the World Cup, with the crew from our
boat against another local team. I can’t tell
you who won: I’ll assume you already know
that Latinos are very passionate about their
soccer!
After disconnecting from the world for
the week (no Wi-Fi or phone reception out
there, some days we didn’t even see another
human!), it is safe to say that we all achieved
a Zen like chill... until we arrived back in
Quito for the final night and had access to
social media.
The last day in Quito was filled with more
optional sightseeing to Teleferico and the
Equator, or for me, running around my old
haunts to take photos and enjoy the city I
once lived in briefly.
All in all, this was a trip of a lifetime and
I will be gunning for UMI 2019. I would
probably sell my unborn children to win a
place... how about you?
■ gadventures.com.au
Apart from being a travel agent,
Dana Brown is also a digital influencer
through her website, Wild Hearted
World. Follow her adventures at
wildheartedworld.com or contact her at
hello@wildheartedworld.com

Experience an unforgettable
night in Scotland in 2019!
Reserved seats for
The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo
are included on all CIE Tours’ guided holidays
that visit Edinburgh during
Tattoo season in August.

SCOTTISH DREAM

8 days, from A$2,231
Indulge in quintessential Scottish experiences: visit majestic
castles, cruise on Loch Lomond, and taste whisky in Blair Athol
Distillery. Stop off in St Andrews and visit the sights in the
vibrant cities of Glasgow and Edinburgh.
3 departures per week, March to October
Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo: July 28 – August 18 departures

SCOTTISH & IRISH GOLD
15 or 16 days, from A$3,776
Enjoy highlights of both countries – Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dublin,
Galway and more. Discover the magnificent scenery of the Scottish
Highlands, Ireland’s Ring of Kerry and the Cliffs of Moher. Visit
historic castles and sample a “wee dram” in a Scottish distillery.
2 departures per week, March to October
Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo: July 28 – August 18 departures
SCOTTISH ISLES & GLENS
12 days, from A$3,833
Our most comprehensive tour of Scotland: explore the remote
northern Highlands, spectacular Orkney and the Isle of Skye.
Visit Dunrobin, Eilean Donan and Edinburgh Castles, and spend
2 nights in the vibrant capital city of Edinburgh.
2 departures per week, April to October
Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo: July 27 – August 17 departures
Ireland & Britain’s #1 Tour Operator

1800 502 911

Call
or your wholesale operator.

www.cietours.com
Prices are land only, per person, based on double occupancy on 2019 departures and vary by departure date.
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A unique view of Peru
KAREN DOYLE from TravelManagers in Melbourne reports
on an agent famil with Unique Latin America to Peru.
AS WE arrived for lunch in the small
mountain village of Choquecancha, the local
women sprinkled flowers in our hair.
Later, we found ourselves having a
mystical encounter with a shaman, who read
our futures in coca leaves – a very moving
and emotional moment for each of us.
These were just two of the memorable
highlights I shared with four other lucky
agents who recently experienced a luxurious
11-day famil to Peru, courtesy of Unique Latin
America and two of their Peruvian clients.
We enjoyed the very best of Peru, staying
in boutique properties such as the elegant
Casa Republica in Lima and El Mercado and
El Retablo art hotels in Cusco.
The famil began with lunch at Casa
Republica Hotel and a city tour of Lima, the
colonial ‘City of the Kings’, where we learned
about its interesting history and various
neighbourhoods.

The next day we flew to the Incan city of
Cusco, situated high in the Andes. We took
some time to acclimatise to the altitude
before exploring the city on a walking tour
with Mountain Lodges of Peru (MLP).
Wandering along the cobblestone streets,
we admired the intricate stone walls and
visited major attractions including the Plaza
de Armas, the Cathedral and San Francisco
Church.
Another of the trip highlights was the
‘Sacred Valley & Lares Adventure to Machu
Picchu’, a luxury five-day program run by
MLP. The itinerary was special because it
included cultural immersion with mountain
communities who still live a traditional
lifestyle handed down by their ancestors
centuries ago.
Each day we chose between different
adventures, including moderate to
exhilarating hikes, engaging cultural

Above left: Baby sloth spotted during three-night cruise on Delfin III. Above right: Fishing for
piranhas. Below: Karen Doyle (front) with agents exploring the Ancasmarca ruins
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activities, visits to archaeological sites and
museums en route to Machu Picchu.
Each mountain lodge in the MLP group
had its own distinctive charm and character.
Lamay Lodge came complete with resident
llamas and a hot tub in the grounds while
Huacahuasi Lodge had private hot tubs
on all the balconies overlooking the valley
below. Soaking in the Jacuzzi while sipping a
‘vino tinto’ was a wonderful indulgence after
a full day of exploring.
Another highlight of the trip was arriving
at sunrise to experience awe-inspiring
Machu Picchu – ‘The Lost City of the Incas’ –
in all its glory. The ruins were truly magical
and looking down on the ancient historical
site sent goosebumps down my spine.
Next, we flew to Iquitos in the Upper
Amazon to explore the Pacaya-Samiria
National Reserve, Peru’s largest protected
wildlife refuge. We explored the reserve on
a three-night cruise onboard the luxurious
Delfin III, courtesy of Delfin Amazon Cruises.
The Delfin III featured floor-to-ceiling
windows to enjoy the dramatic landscape
and view the wildlife as well as providing
exquisite Amazonian cuisine, wine and
exotic cocktails – Pisco Sour and Chilcano.
We enjoyed a few of these in the hot tub on
the sun deck, of course!
Each day we were escorted by expert
naturalist guides on different activities – skiff
rides, jungle hikes, kayaking, swimming in
the river and fishing for piranhas as well as
visits to indigenous villages along the river.
We saw lots of wildlife including pink
river dolphins, sloths, caimans, monkeys and
many different birds.
This famil trip allowed us to fully immerse
ourselves in the culture, history and diversity
of Peru – a truly inspiring journey which I can
now share with my clients.
■ uniquelatinamerica.com.au

CRUISEtalk: Review
A private slice of serenity.
In a city that never sleeps.

oneandonlyresorts.com/dubai

AGENTtalk

PRIZE WINNERS COVER MORE ON SAFARI
EIGHT CONSULTANTS have just enjoyed a
luxury South African safari after winning the
trip through a Cover-More sales incentive.
Cover-More initiated the incentive to
celebrate the launch of their new agencyexclusive polices, Comprehensive Care and
Essentials Care.
In an Australian-first, the policies provide
cancel-for-any-reason (CFAR) cover, as well
as cover for cancelled tours due to numbers,
cover for travel delay caused by transport
providers and increased luggage benefits.
The winners were Melissa Hassall,
Helloworld Mildura; Caitlin Smith, Frank
Ford Travel; Andrew Zegelin, Travelcentre

Bendigo; Rebecca Wallis, Travel Design
Group; Lisa Cheso, Easy Travel & Cruise; Teija
Peiponen, Helloworld Esperance; Michelle
Toner, Toner’s Travel & Cruise, and Mark
Knight from TravelManagers.
The group stayed in the five-star Tau
Game Lodge in the Madikwe private game
reserve, experienced daily safaris and game
drives, visited local villages and flew in a
hot air balloon over the Pilanesberg game
reserve.
“We are thrilled to reward eight
consultants with such a special safari,” said
Mike Stein, Cover-More General Manager,
Sales and Marketing.

“Giving our agency partners a trip like
this reflects how much Cover-More values
our network of partners and the consultants
who help travellers to keep travelling with
the protection of our new agency-exclusive
policies.
“Our new policies are adaptable to the
needs and plans of travellers, whether they
need cover for extreme adventure activities,
moped riding, extra luggage benefits, or to
cancel-for-any-reason, and our partners are
telling us that travellers are really happy with
how our new products enable them to tailor
their cover to their travel plans.”
■ covermore.com.au

Ticket sales reap rewards
SOUTH AFRICAN Tourism has hosted 52 Australasian travel agents on a mega famil that
took place across all nine provinces.
Agents who sold the highest number of South African Airlines tickets during the
incentive period earned a spot on the trip. They also completed the SA Specialist training
course, giving them the knowledge to sell South Africa as a destination.
Six groups of agents enjoyed different,
week-long
itineraries showcasing an array of
Sandboarding in the Kalahari
attractions across the length and breadth of
the country.
“Through initiatives such as these
familiarisation trips, we hope to make further
inroads into achieving our 5-in-5 goal of
attracting five million more tourists by 2021,”
said Sthembiso Dlamini, Chief Operating
Officer of South African Tourism.
The itineraries were carefully tailored to
showcase the country’s wildlife, buzzing city
lifestyle, cultural richness, coastlines, scenery,
adventure offerings and its welcoming people.
Each group travelled to between two
and four provinces, including the country’s
less frequented areas, to encourage the
geographic spread of tourism.
South Africa attracted more than 133,000
arrivals from Australasia last year.
■ southafrica.net
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A taste of Thailand

VIVA! HOLIDAYS hosted a group of travel
consultants on an educational trip to Thailand
recently.
The group enjoyed two nights’
accommodation at The Sands Khao Lak along
with two nights at the Patong Merlin Hotel.
In Khao Lak the group enjoyed many
adventurous activities including waterfall
hikes as well as a trip to the famous Khao Lak
Night Markets.
Highlights in Phuket included a day trip to
Phi Phi Island along with a sightseeing tour
hosted by Tour East where they were blessed
by a monk at the Big Buddha.
■ vivaholidays.com.au

AGENTtalk

It’s snow
joke on
mega famil
SNO’N’SKI has officially launched the incentive
period for their 2019 Canada mega famil.
The company hosts an annual trip
through Canada’s finest ski fields that
focuses on education through experience.
Thirty top selling agents will be flown to
Canada next March to enjoy an eight-night
itinerary through Jasper, Lake Louise, Banff
and Panorama.
Daniel Walker, Director and General
Manager, Sno’n’Ski, said the ongoing success
of the famil was due to its unique nature and
the quality of the inclusions.
“We’re the only company to stage a ski
famil of this magnitude and our Canadian
suppliers pull out all the stops to show
agents a good time,” he added.
“Destinations such as Banff are incredible
as they are, but agents on the mega are
wined, dined, stay in awesome resorts and
receive the ultimate ski town experience.”
Rather than packing the itinerary with
lengthy site inspections, the famil lets

Agents on this year’s
Canada mega famil
agents discover the destination through a
balance of on- and off-piste activities, dining
experiences and concise site inspections.
To qualify, agents must book and ticket
as many Sno’n’Ski lift and accommodation
packages as possible before October 31.
Agents must also make at least one
booking to Jasper, Lake Louise, Banff or
Panorama to be in the official qualifying
pool, but bookings to all destinations count
in the final tally.
■ info@snonski.com.au
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INDUSTRYtalk

Cooking up a recipe for success
A CELEBRATION of success and a chance
to plan for future success were the main
themes at TravelManagers’ 2018 national
conference in Hawaii.
Presentations from keynote speakers such
as Turia Pitt, supplier workshops, pre- and
post-conference famils and a gala awards
dinner were all highlights of the conference
itinerary.
Held over three days, the event attracted
more than 230 Personal Travel Managers
(PTMs) and National Partnership Office
team members, and 90 representatives from
partner suppliers.
The conference also saw the launch of a
new initiative aimed at supporting members’
health and wellbeing, known as the Network
Assistance Programme (NAP).
Members will receive six free support
sessions per year, with round-the-clock
access to a team of psychologists, offering
PTMs proven, evidence-based strategies to
help them out in their time of need.
“Assistance will be made available to all
PTMs and throughout the TravelManagers
network, regardless of the remoteness of
their location,” said Michael Gazal, Executive
General Manager TravelManagers.
“It’s free, self-referred and completely
confidential.”
One of the most eagerly-anticipated
presentations of the conference was the
address by Turia Pitt, who suffered burns to
65 per cent of her body when caught up in a
fire during an ultra-marathon in 2011.
Having started her presentation by asking
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the group to perform a few squats, Turia
went on to explain why she considers an
ironman race to be a great metaphor for life:
the more you put into it, the more you’ll get
out of it.
“Turia emphasised that if you can get
your mindset right, working for you and
not against you, you become unstoppable,”
Gazal said.
The conference also had its lighter
moments, with attendees taking part in a
version of Amazing Race around the streets
of Waikiki.
“We had 38 teams of eight or more
participants, each of which had a list of up to
12 challenges to complete,” Gazal explains.
“These ranged from finding an ice cream
store and buying an ice cream for a lucky
stranger, to photo bombing a wedding
party.”
The teams were given a budget of just
$US40 dollars each, which had to cover their
transport costs, team costumes and any
items they were required to purchase as part
of the challenges.
“Having spent a fairly intense morning
working on the more cerebral aspects of
running a successful business, it was great
to get outside and just enjoy each other’s
company and the amazing destination
we’re in,” said Karin Evert, representative for
Strathmore, VIC.
The conference concluded with a gala
awards dinner in the Prince Waikiki Pi’inaio
Ballroom at the Prince Waikiki.
■ travelmanagers.com.au

TravelManagers announced at the
conference that they had signed a
supplier partnership with e-commerce
travel provider Luxury Escapes.
“Currently, no other retail travel
network has direct access to Luxury
Escapes’ prominently advertised and
promoted holiday content, which is a
real coup for both our PTMs and our
clients,” said Tanyu Cilek, Finance and
Commercial Manager TravelManagers.
Cilek added that the new partnership
would allow PTMs the opportunity to
add value via flights, insurance and preand post-arrangement for clients who
want Luxury Escape product.
“For our PTMs, success comes from
constantly striving to offer our clients
great products and experiences, more
choice and great value – which this
partnership will deliver in abundance.”

INDUSTRYtalk

I AM A TRAVEL AGENT. What is your superpower?
THE THIRD annual Express Travel Group
Connect consultant conference offered
attendees the opportunity to learn, engage
and connect.
The two-day event was hosted at the QT
Hotel on the Gold Coast in Queensland and
was sponsored by Globus family of brands,
Qantas, SureSave Insurance and Intrepid
Group.
Connect 2018 delivered a mix of
professional development, product
knowledge, industry updates, networking
and fun. Paul Pearman, National Business
Manager italktravel & cruise, encouraged
everyone to value their role and put on their
‘badge of honour’ which stated – ‘I am a

Travel Agent, what is your Superpower?’
McLarens Landing on South Stradbroke
Island was the venue for the welcome
festivities. The afternoon was filled with
Survivor-style team building games and was
followed by a fun and festive beach theme
welcome party.
The conference proper began with
a welcome address from Ari Magoutis,
Executive GM, who updated attendees on
Express Travel Group and travel industry
trends.
Ana Bosnic from Urban Awakenings
delivered a highlight of the conference, a
session on embedding value throughout
the selling experience to deepen customer

Heavy hitters enjoying
the 2018 Luxperience
THE CRÈME de la crème of the global travel
industry gathered in Sydney last month for
Luxperience 2018.
Now under the Diversified Communications
umbrella, the annual event began with
keynote speaker, Dr Jordan Nguyen,
encouraging the audience to think outside
the box for betterment of the world in which
we live.
During the opening ceremony, the
recipients of the prestigious Luxperience
2018 Awards were revealed with the finalists
and winners recognised for their excellence
in the industry.
“We applaud the finalists and winners of
this year’s awards; for continually raising the
bar on the industry standards for inspiration,
innovation and quality to the highest level,”
said Michelle Papas, Luxperience Event
Director.
In alignment with this year’s theme of
‘The Blueprint – A World Redesigned’, the
Luxperience social calendar was also reimagined.

It kicked off with a welcome event at
The Ivy and culminated in a cocktail party
overlooking Sydney Harbour.
The Sydney Museum of Contemporary
Arts added a sophisticated atmosphere
enabling guests to mingle in a relaxed
environment and build new connections
due to the increase in new buyers and
exhibitors attending this year’s exhibition.
“Last night was a collection of the
world’s luxury and experiential travel
luminaries socialising in a stunning setting,
encouraging new business connections and
reinforcing friendships established during the
Luxperience three-day forum,” added Papas.
“Our Tuesday night event is always
eagerly anticipated as a fun, entertaining
evening.”
The invitation-only business forum
connects the world’s most exclusive travel
providers dealing in luxury and experiential
travel and is the only one of its kind in the
Australasia and Pacific region.
■ beinspired@luxperience.com.au

engagement. Ana demonstrated if you just
change the way you think about a task, you
can have a more beneficial outcome.
Supplier speed training sessions kicked off
an afternoon of learning and updates from
each preferred partner sponsor.
Jason Starling from Creative Cruising
rounded out the presentations with a look at
recent cruise trends, before a final reminder
from Ana Bosnic on the importance of
asking the right questions.
The conference wrapped up with a 1920s
Great Gatsby-themed celebration dinner,
offering an evening of prizes, trivia and
reflection on the weekend.
■ etg.travel

The Luxperience 2018 Awards
winners were:

AWARD:
• INSPIRING
Saffron Travels, Vietnam
AWARD:
• MEANINGFUL
Hands Up Holidays, New Zealand
AWARD:
• CONNECTIONS
The Farm at San Benito, Philippines
AWARD:
• DESTINATION
Japan National Tourism
Organization
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INSIDER TRAVELLER

Coconuts, carjacking
and Captain Cook
ANNALISE ANDREWS has just been appointed as
Butterfield & Robinson’s Australia sales contact.
Here, she takes us through her travel scrapbook.
Q: What has been your most
memorable travel experience?

Q: What is your favourite country
abroad and why?

Travelling with my family is always at
the top of my list. Last year we celebrated
my daughter Charlotte’s 10th birthday on
an uninhabited island in the Duke of York
Islands off Rabaul in Papua New Guinea. It’s
a stunningly beautiful place. Not exactly a
conventional birthday, but one that we will
certainly all remember.
Villagers from the neighbouring island
taught us how to hunt and gather food, so
Charlotte grated and squeezed the coconut
milk for her own birthday feast of fresh fish,
crabs, yams and bananas.

I know that this is a bit of a cheat, but it’s
generally somewhere that I haven’t been
yet. I love the idea of trying new places,
seeing new things and throwing myself into
something unexpected.

Q: And the worst?
Getting carjacked in Naples would be a
low-light. I was 21, so it was actually a great
learning experience and we managed to get
away without too much fuss.
It did unfortunately put me off Naples
for a while, until I went back and fell in love
with how much the Neapolitans embrace
la passeggiata – (the evening stroll); when
Italians head out to enjoy the evening, the
balmy weather and each other’s company.
Mind you, I haven’t ever tried to drive in that
crazy city again!
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Q: Where was your first overseas trip?
Like many Australians, my first overseas
trip was a wonderful and memorable family
holiday to Fiji and I’ve returned there from
time to time over the years.
In fact, I actually spent some time in Fiji
last month, checking it out as a destination
for our Butterfield & Robinson clients. It’s
incredible to see how Fiji has developed as
a destination, with some really first-class
properties and luxury experiences.
The most notable consistency is the
amazing people, who just exude friendliness,
hospitality and a laid-back happiness that
makes you relax from the very first ‘Bula’.

Q: Which destination is on top of
your bucket list and why?
Southern and Eastern Africa are always
at the top of my bucket list, because I just
haven’t been in such a long time. My kids

are at an age now where this sort of trip will
really inspire them, so I can’t wait to take
them there.

Q: What is your best travel tip?
Remember that the reason that you’re
travelling is to see something different from
what’s at home. Embrace the differences,
step outside your comfort zone, learn a few
lines of the local dialect, eat something crazy
that you’ve never tried before and engage
with the people around you to see how the
world looks through their eyes.

Q: What do you think will be
the ‘next big thing’ in travel?
It’s not exactly new, but I think that
multi-generational travel is just going to get
bigger. We’re certainly seeing a lot of this at
Butterfield & Robinson – three generations
all spending time together exploring a
destination.
It’s the perfect way for kids to connect
with their parents and grandparents in
a slow, relaxed environment away from
the chaos and business of normal life. In
particular, villa stays and African safaris are
popular with our clients at the moment.

INSIDER TRAVELLER
Q: Who would you most like to
sit next to on a long haul flight
(living or dead)?
Captain Cook. Now there was a man who
knew about stepping outside of his comfort
zone! He rose up through the hierarchy the
hard way and became one of the world’s
most intrepid travellers.
He was a man who really noticed what
was happening around him, who seemed to
admire the different people and cultures he
came across without looking down on them.
He was a skilled navigator, excellent leader of
people and an astute observer of all he saw.

It’s not exactly new, but I think that multigenerational travel is just going to get bigger.

Q: What makes a tour with Butterfield
& Robinson so memorable?
Well, it really comes back to what I
was saying about connecting with your
surroundings. We make it easier for people
to slip quietly into a culture, rather than just
observing it from the outside as you whiz
past on a tour bus.
Being on a bicycle seat or walking through
a village gives you a completely different
perspective. It also allows local people to
engage with you on a different level.
There’s nothing better than sharing a
homemade Limoncello with a Nonna that
you’ve met along the path in Amalfi and
seeing the lemon trees in her garden that
bore the fruit. Bellissimo!
■ butterfield.com

is your ultimate
travel companion
Get all the latest news, deals and
competitions delivered right to your inbox
when you subscribe to our digital newsletter.
Head to www.traveltalkmag.com.au
to subscribe – and while you’re there, take
our new weekly travel quiz and find out if
you are a travel know-it-all.
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New trips quench thirst for adventure
INTREPID TRAVEL has released its 2019 North
America tours with the introduction of new
active and hiking trips.
The move comes in response to an
increased appetite from travellers looking
for an adventure. Latest figures show a 17
per cent increase globally this year for active
adventures and North America remains a
firm favourite with Aussies.
“When we researched our Adventure
Travel Index earlier this year, we noticed a
trend where travellers are no longer looking

for cocktails, instead they are challenging
themselves and activities are taking priority
over lying by a pool for a week,” said Brett
Mitchell, Regional Director Asia Pacific,
Intrepid Travel.
“Aussies have had an affinity with Canada
for some time now and while we did see
a dip in bookings to the U.S. after Trump’s
inauguration, we are now seeing a 44 per
cent increase in bookings to North America
from Aussies in the past year.”
The brochure has seven new trips in total,

Saddle up for savings
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with highlights including learning the art of
curling in the Rockies to taking an overnight
rafting trip down the Colorado River.
On the ‘Seattle to San Fran: Oregon
Discovery’ itinerary, guests explore forests,
mountains and rivers, treat themselves
to world-class food and microbrews in
Portland and walk among the world’s
oldest, tallest trees in Redwood National
Park. The 12-day trip costs from $5,140 per
person twin share.
■ intrepidtravel.com/au

EXTREME BIKE Tours is offering a 10 per cent discount
on all its 2019 adventure trips.
The offer has been launched to mark the company’s
10th anniversary and as it prepares to run its 100th tour.
Each of the guided tours aims to give travellers an
immersive experience, enabling them to see offthe-beaten-track sights not often visited by tourists.
Travelling by motorcycle brings a new dimension to
overseas travel, making the journey just as important as
the destination.
The seven rides in 2019 include the High Himalayan
tour to the northern regions of India, a ride through
the Buddhist kingdom of Bhutan and a Madagascan
trip through rainforests and open valleys. Other
destinations include Sri Lanka, Cuba and the remote
country of Mongolia.
The 10 per cent discount is available for bookings
made by November 1. Tours are available from
$US3,915 (approx. $AU5,430) for licensed riders for up
to 16 days including the 10 per cent saving.
Fares include local transport and transfers,
accommodation along the route, all meals on the tour,
fuel and motorbike hire.
■ extremebiketours.com

BOOK IT NOW

Enjoy silver and gold in India
LATITUDE 33 will host a group of just 20
travellers on a 29-night cruise-tour that
highlights India’s Golden Triangle.
Guests will begin their tour by flying
into Singapore and spending two nights at
the famous Raffles Hotel. Here they will be
welcomed by a special dinner at Chef Justin
Quek’s newest restaurant.
Boarding the revitalised Silver Spirit,
travellers then spend 15 days cruising the
Southeast Asian coastline before arriving

in Yangon in Myanmar for a three-night
stay. Here, a variety of bonus shore
excursions await, including the Bogyoke
Aung San Market and the world-renowned
Shwedagon Pagoda.
The ship will sail on to Colombo in
Sri Lanka, a mecca of fine restaurants,
museums, parks and Buddhist temples.
Cochin will be the last stop for Silver Spirit
before disembarking in Mumbai where
guests begin their journey across the Golden

Triangle, staying exclusively at Oberoi Hotels.
Itinerary stops include touring in
Mumbai, Udaipur and Jaipur, where guests
will uncover the city’s historical sites,
before visiting Agra for two nights, with a
memorable visit to the Taj Mahal at both
sunrise and sunset. The final two nights are
spent in Delhi.
Prices for the 2020 tour start from $21,799
per person, twin share. Flights are included.
■ latitude33.travel

SIGN UP EARLY FOR A
SIGNATURE JOURNEY
BEYOND TRAVEL has released special offers
on its largest collection to date of exclusive
Croatian Signature Journeys for 2019.
Early bookers will receive $300 per
couple in Discover More travel vouchers to
use against any additional Beyond Travel
services when booked and deposited by
December 31.
These are signature products to the
company which are unique small group
tours carefully designed to offer Australian
travellers an insight to lesser travelled
regions of the world. They combine areas of
natural beauty and National Parks with indepth guided tours and a focus on authentic
local experiences.
They offer guaranteed departures, with
comprehensive touring conducted only in
English including appreciation classes and
local cultural experiences. The tours include
centrally located hotels and character
properties, most meals, all transportation
and transfers, gratuities and hotel porterage.
New for 2019 is a deluxe 17-day cruisetour that combines two of the most popular

Venice
Mediterranean destinations, Italy and Croatia.
Tour overland from Venice visiting the
highlights of Florence, Tuscany, Naples and
Rome before an overnight ferry to Bari in
Croatia.
The cruise from Dubrovnik is onboard
the privately chartered MS New Star where
guests will visit many of the popular islands
and towns including Sipan, Mljet, Korcula, Vis
and Brac before arriving in Split.
This package is now priced from $7,945
per person twin share and includes eightnight’s accommodation in first class
boutique hotels with daily breakfast, a
selection of other meals, escorted land

touring, sea-view cabin on overnight
ferry, eight-night’s cruise accommodation
with daily breakfast and lunch with a
complimentary beverage.
Also included are guided walking tours in
Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korcula and Split, services
of an experience captain, crew and Englishspeaking cabin manager, port charges, taxes
and national park fees, return transfer and
gratuities.
The popular ‘Croatia & Slovenia by Land
and by Sea’ sold out so quickly last year so
there are double the departures for 2019,
priced from $6,495 per person twin share.
■ beyondtravel.com.au; cruise-croatia.com.au
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What was broken
is now restored
OUT OF the Ordinary Outback are offering
opening specials on a new $5 million
desert resort they’ve just launched in
country New South Wales.
The Broken Hill Outback Resort has
been established to meet the growing
demand from overseas for holidays
in outback NSW. Visitation by foreign
travellers to the region went up 35 per
cent over the previous year.
The resort surrounds the historic Mt
Gipps Hotel, which was built in 1890 and
became popular with miners, soldiers, artists
and travellers before closing in 1987.
Out of the Ordinary Outback bought
the hotel in 2015 and have completely
restored and renovated the neglected
heritage building. The re-inspired pub
now houses a bistro, restaurant and the
resort’s reception.
“I fell in love with this old desert pub
when I first saw it,” said Scott Smith,
Owner of Out of the Ordinary Outback.
“I had a vision to bring her back to
life as the centre piece of a vibrant but
relaxed outback resort and, while it’s
certainly been a challenging journey, I
am delighted the vision is turning into
reality, with visitors now able to enjoy the
ambience of the outback and the charms
of the historic hotel just 10 minutes from
Broken Hill.”
As an opening special, campers and
caravanners using the powered or
unpowered sites can book three nights
and get a fourth night free. Bookings
are also open for the resort’s 24 king spa
cabins, which open next month. Cabins
will be $150 a night for one person and
$170 for two people.
■ brokenhilloutbackresort.com.au
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New constellation is spotted
FOLLOWING THE success of their first ‘Around the World’ tour by privately chartered 747,
Constellation Journeys have announced three new trips in 2019.
These include bespoke journeys to Eastern Europe and Africa, and the company’s second
‘Around the World’ tour visiting Seoul, Jerusalem, Malta, Barcelona, Cartagena, Cusco, Machu
Picchu and Easter Island.
Founded by travel industry veteran Dan Kotzmann, the Melbourne-based company offers
all-inclusive, luxury touring by private charter to bucket list global destinations.
The company’s inaugural journey in April was fully booked. Guests enjoyed a 21-day
luxury adventure to Hanoi, the Taj Mahal, the Serengeti, Marrakech, New York, Havana and
Tahiti.
“We are absolutely delighted with the response to our unique product offering and
thrilled that many of our inaugural tour guests have already made reservations for 2019,” said
Kotzmann.
The three tours include a 40-guest only African adventure from Cape Town to Addis
Ababa, a 120-guest tour of Eastern Europe by private train and the second ‘Around the World’
tour travelling by privately chartered Qantas 747, with capacity for 250 guests.
■ constellationjourneys.com.au
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SMARTBUSINESS

Lighting
the fuse

Matt Beard

You may not have heard too much about an Australian company
called Tripfuser…but all that is about to change. Retail agents
will soon be able to take advantage of what this tailored travel
company has to offer. Here, we talk to founder Matt Beard.

In addition to this, our platform is
instantly bookable so the entire trip can be
booked through one payment to Tripfuser
and we’ll disperse the money to the local
agents on the ground.

Q: What gave you the idea
for Tripfuser?

Q: Was it important to you to involve
travel agents?

A: I worked at Intrepid Travel for about 10
years and what I saw more and more over
that time was that people were looking for
personalised travel and many wanted to
steer away from group tours.

Q: You clearly identified a market for
your product?
A: The premium end of tailored travel is
covered really well and if you’re
a backpacker you pretty much tailor as you
go along. What I realised is
that everything in between was really badly
serviced and had been for a long time. So I
wanted to fill that gap.

Q: So how does it work?
A: We have a library of trips that give people
ideas of what to do and where to go. They
can then begin to tailor a trip, either using
an existing itinerary and amending it as they
want, or start designing a trip from scratch.
Travellers can connect directly with
our local operators on the ground via an
in-platform chat. These local travel agents
work through the planning process with the
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traveller to the point where they are ready
to book and then our secure platform takes
care of the booking. It’s a one-stop shop for
everything to do with booking.
There are no contracts, no lock in fees, it’s
free to use, free to plan and instantly bookable.

Q: I believe you’ve got some exciting
news for Aussie agents?
A: We have just created a retail travel agent
module to enable them to create tailored
travel solutions for their clients working
directly with our local agents in destination.
It has been structured as a white label
solution with the Tripfuser branding stripped
away, which enables the retail agent to
control the presentation, naming and pricing
of the trip. Effectively, it is an itinerary solution
from the retail agent, presented by them to
their clients.

Q: Do agents have access to
all your services?
A: The inbuilt chat function is accessible to
retail agents so they can speak directly to
local agents on the ground to structure trips.
Tripfuser also provides 24 -hour business day
support for agents if they need any assistance.

A: We are very supportive of travel agents.
We are automatically giving them net pricing
on the platform so they get a discounted
rate to that of the consumer. This means if
a consumer comes to us directly they won’t
be able to source a better price than going
through a retail agent.
We’ve seen a growing shift towards
personalised travel and a lot of consumers
are going to agents for that type of
experience. We believe Tripfuser is essentially
an easy to use platform to help travel agents
do a really great job.

Q: How do you see the
company growing?
A: We’re starting to get a really large
footprint around the world. We’re through
Asia, Africa and starting to move up through
southern Europe. So our footprint will start
to expand through the rest of Europe and
the Americas as well.
To contact Matt, email him at:
mattb@tripfuser.com
■ agents.tripfuser.com/travel-agents-lp

START SELLING
THE PERFECT
TAILORED TRIP
TODAY
Tripfuser has launched an intuitive platform
that lets you create fully bookable bespoke
white label travel itineraries – allowing for
instant customisation and direct access to
our trusted, in-destination local agents.

GET STARTED WITH TRIPFUSER TODAY
agents.tripfuser.com/travel-agents-lp

TRIPFUSER
www.tripfuser.com

SMARTBUSINESS

Meet the real

G WIZ

Left: A women’s weaving co-op in Peru’s Sacred
Valley. Above: The Iskanderkul mountain valley
in Tajikistan. Picture courtesy Gary Arndt

He’s one of the biggest names in world travel. Here, Bruce Poon Tip,
founder of G Adventures, discusses the impact of mass tourism and how
consumers have changed thanks to the development of social media.
Q: Why did you set up G Adventures?
A: Back in 1990 there were no real choices in
mainstream tourism: cruises, resorts, coach
tours, that was it. The only other option was
backpacking. So we wanted to bridge the
gap between the mainstream traveller and
the backpacker.
When I went travelling I met lots of young,
professional people on the road and that
was my ‘Eureka’ moment. There were lots
of people with disposable income who
wanted some kind of cultural and grass roots
immersion experience.

Q: Was it an instant success?
A: It wasn’t overnight but by 1994 we started
selling in Australia and that was the first time
that we tried a market outside of Canada.
To this day we get more Australians on our
trips than Canadians, which makes us a very
unique business.
Our first five years were growing years but
really tough. It was only from 1996 to 1998
that we really solidified our position because
we were so unique when we started. People
were a little skeptical when we started.
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Q: Do you consider yourself
a trailblazer?
A: Yeah, the original idea was in itself
extremely ground breaking. Then in 1996
we started our own foundation, building
community projects and working with
Conservation International and NGOs to
build social enterprise businesses. That was
also way ahead of its time. We’ve done 75
projects over our first 25 years. We were and
still are extremely innovative.

Q: Over the past 28 years,
has the consumer changed?
A: I think the consumer has changed. People
have information in their pockets now with
an endless wealth of information on their
phones. People are starting to match their
values with their holiday time.

Q: What do you get on a
G Adventure tour?
A: One of the greatest things about our
trips is that we have people from all over
the world that join. People from 160
countries book trips with us, so you’re

Bruce Poon Tip

going to get a diverse group of people.
I think that attracts a certain person
because they are experiencing a new culture
with a bunch of other people from different
cultures, so it’s an adventure inside your
adventure.
And you’re going to have an experience
that we’ve curated for you, based on your
interests. We’ll find areas and corners of the
world that we’ll curate for people that will
match their values.

Q: Where are you seeing growth?
A: We are getting more people from places
like Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, Russia and
China, who are coming on our trips and are
making the dynamics of the groups very
interesting.
One of our fastest growing areas in the

world is Central Asia, the ‘Stans. We know we
can have a positive impact and do things in
a sustainable way and that’s very rewarding
because there’s still no mass tourism in the
‘Stans.

Q: Sustainability is absolutely key
to everything you do.
A: For us it is about social enterprise,
wealth distribution, poverty alleviation
and preserving cultural treasures for future
generations around the world.
More and more people are pushing
towards exotic destinations or remote areas
that are more fragile and mass tourism
doesn’t always respect that when demand
comes.

Q: How important is the
Australian market?
A: Absolutely imperative, critical. It’s one of
the most important markets for us in the
world. Australians are natural explorers and
that comes from your geography. Because
Australia is so remote, there’s a culture here
that doesn’t exist anywhere else, where
people want to see the rest of the world. It’s
a rite of passage.
■ gadventures.com.au

The Planeterra Foundation’s
Parwa Community Restaurant
in Peru’s Sacred Valley

G Adventures has just launched its new 66-page Agent Guide.

Designed specifically for agents, it helps them learn more about the company and
makes it easier than ever before to help change lives through the power of travel.
Ingrid Kocijan, Director of Sales for Australia and New Zealand, describes the guide
as a fully compressive selling tool, designed to answer any questions agents may have
about the adventure company.
“We designed the Guide to help agents understand more about adventure travel as
a whole,” Kocijan said. “When we say adventure we don’t mean active adventure, we
mean culturally immersive experiences.”
G Adventures GPS (Global Purpose Specialist) team will be distributing the guide to
agencies throughout Australia over the next few months.

Now business gets Savi
FIRST THERE was Sam, now there is Savi.
Flight Centre Travel Group (FCTG) has
launched a new product innovation for
business travellers – Savi, an exclusive online
booking platform powered by the latest in
artificial intelligence (AI).
Unveiled at FCTG’s headline corporate
travel event, Illuminate in Melbourne, Savi’s
launch follows the introduction of Sam in
2017. Sam is FCTG’s ‘chatty’ pocket travel
assistant app and AI-driven chatbot.
Designed in collaboration with FCTG’s
technology partner Serko, Savi is available
exclusively for the customers of FCM Travel
Solutions, Corporate Traveller, Stage and
Screen and Campus Travel.
James Kavanagh, the Executive General
Manager of FCTG’s corporate brands, said
Savi incorporated exclusive functionality that
would generate significant time efficiencies
for individual users and overall cost savings
for businesses.
“Savi includes all the key functionality of a
standard online booking tool but is so much
more … our product team has worked very
closely with Serko to ensure the front-end
customer experience is seamless,” he said.

“Savi is faster, simpler and includes richer
travel content.”
James said Savi was unique in that it offered
customers persona-driven modules that
enhanced the online experience for users.
“Savi includes exclusive modules such as
Savi Select, Savi Voice and Savi credits, all
delivering significant efficiencies and cost
savings for business travellers, Travel Bookers
and their companies.

“Savi’s unique design and functionality
sets a new standard for corporate online
booking tools. Online business travel
booking is about to get faster, easier and far
more personalised with Savi.”
The product also includes richer travel
content that is exclusive to Flight Centre
Travel Group. Savi will be made available for
select FCTG corporate customers to trial over
the coming weeks.
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Celebs tune in
to travel show
SHOWBIZ STARS have joined members of the
travel industry to celebrate the launch of the
Helloworld TV show.
Hosted by Lauren Phillips, the event
welcomed fellow personalities from Helloworld
including Ray Martin, Sonia Kruger, Matt Wilson,
Steve Jacobs, Denis Walter and Vince Sorrenti.
“Our new TV program will give the best insight
into some terrific destinations for future travel,
both around Australia and around the world,”
said Andrew Burnes, CEO & Managing Director of
Helloworld Travel Limited.
The program launches on October 7 at 4.30pm
on Nine with a 20-episode series. Overseas
destinations covered include Canada, Japan,
England, Scotland, New Zealand, the United
States, Italy, France, Indonesia, Vietnam and Fiji.
At home, segments will screen on the
Northern Territory, Western Australia, South
Australia and Queensland.
■ helloworld.com.au

Our farmers get some
welcome cruise relief
AUSTRALIA’S farmers and their families
are being offered a break from the
crippling drought in New South Wales
and Queensland.
Working in conjunction with the
charity Rural Aid and its Buy-A-Bale
campaign, P&O Cruises Australia has set
aside 85 cabins across two separate fournight cruises.
The cruises are from Sydney to
Moreton Island and from Brisbane to
the Whitsundays. Farmers will travel on

MAY THE IMMERSIVE
FORCE BE WITH YOU
STAR WARS fans will be travelling from
galaxies far, far away to visit a new multisensory immersive experience opening later
this year.
Resorts World Genting in Malaysia
has announced that Star Wars: Secrets of
the Empire is coming to Asia. Created by
ILMxLAB and The VOID, the attraction allows
guests to step inside the Star Wars universe.
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This location-based VR experience will be
one of the key attractions at the resort which
received almost 25 million visitors last year. It
will exist alongside dining and retail outlets
as well as entertainment attractions that will
include the upcoming indoor and outdoor
theme parks.
Star Wars: Secrets of the Empire will allow
guests to walk freely and untethered on an

Pacific Explorer and Pacific Dawn from
Sydney and Brisbane on December 4 and
December 10 respectively.
“As much as everyone across Australia
would like to, we cannot make it rain to
break the drought, but we can do what we
can to give some farmers a welcome respite
from the burden in the best way we know
how – by making cruise opportunities
available,” said Sture Myrmell, President of
P&O Cruises Australia.
■ pocruises.com.au

interactive stage. Reality and imagination
mix to deliver fully immersive experiences
that evoke all the senses.
Guests will feel the impact of blaster
bolts, smell smoke from the surrounding
environment, push buttons to solve an
interactive puzzle, all while coordinating
directly with their unit in real time through
the blended virtual and physical world.
Under the orders of the rebellion, teams
of four travel to the molten planet of
Mustafar and sneak onto an Imperial Base.
During the mission, visitors will encounter
familiar Star Wars characters as they navigate
dangers at every turn.
“The VOID’s hyper-reality experiences
are taking people to worlds that, until now,
only existed in their imaginations,” said Craig
Watson, Chairman of The VOID.
“The VOID is leading location-based
entertainment to the next level by making
the impossible real and allowing guests
to step into completely new and alternate
realities.
“In Star Wars: Secrets of the Empire
visitors can hear, feel, touch and even smell,
bringing them closer to the story, characters
and places.”
■ rwgenting.com

Airline gives itself an Aussie upgrade

WIN A TRIP TO

MEET

SOUTH

AFRICA
6 SPOTS UP FOR GRABS

VISIT https://www.southafrica.net/gl/en/
trade/page/sa-specialist-competition T&C apply.
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Never mind the politics.
Why DC is the real deal
JON UNDERWOOD reports on a new tourism drive to
encourage more Aussies to visit Washington.
SITTING DOWN with the President, it’s hard
not to mention the ‘p’ word.
Whether they like it or not, Washington
DC is the nerve centre of American politics
and worldwide attention tends to focus on
whoever happens to be in residence at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue.
However, Elliott Ferguson isn’t that
President, although he lives quite close to
Mr Trump. Elliott is the President (and CEO)
of Destination DC and is in Sydney to spruik
what the city has to offer.
Affable and erudite, Elliott would have
made an excellent politician. I ask him if the
election of President Trump has made his job
easier or harder?
“Yes, we are the seat of power for the U.S.
and the President happens to be there. We
realise that visitors will make a decision as

Elliott Ferguson President
(and CEO) of Destination DC
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to whether they want to come to America
and Washington because of the politics and
those are things I can’t control.
“It has been an interesting ride with our
current President but research has shown
the overall reaction from most Aussies is still
positive about travelling to the U.S.”
It may surprise you to learn (as it did
me) that 90,000 Aussies visited DC last
year, putting us sixth in the number of
international arrivals. Those impressive
numbers and the capacity for further growth
are what have brought Elliott and his team
to Australia on a week-long sales and media
mission.
“We recognise the fact that political
destinations are not necessarily fun
destinations and there are so many great
locations in the U.S. to go to. So Aussies

might make DC part of a day trip and then
go somewhere else.
“We are here because we are going to do
more in terms of promoting our destination.
We are going to look at coming here on an
annual basis simply because we want to
increase the presence of DC from a leisure
perspective.”
Part of that promotional initiative comes
in the form of a new advertising campaign,
entitled “Discover the Real DC”, which is set
to launch in 2019 and will convey authentic
Washington experiences.
“We love our monuments, memorials and
museums – they are a great reason to be in
the city – but beyond that there is a pulse
which is nightlife, theatre, outdoor activities,
the restaurant scene, retail, the food scene.
That’s what we’re hoping to highlight in our
marketing.”
The city is certainly gearing up for more
tourists, who currently contribute more than
$900million in revenue to DC’s infrastructure.
There are 21 new hotels in the pipeline, new
museums are opening and by 2020 visitors
will be able to catch the Metro from the
airport straight to downtown Washington.
Elliott says the DC team will be working
closely with Aussie agents to educate them
that visitors need more than a day to see all
that Washington has to offer.
“I encourage visitors to spend at least
three nights in DC. The biggest compliment
we hear is that people wished they’d spent
more days here.
“Washington is an amazing destination
that should be a part of the east coast
experience for visitors.”
■ washington.org
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Industry leaders look to the future
Here are all the highlights from the 2018 CLIA Cruise360 conference.
SUSTAINABILITY, RESPONSIBILITY,
opportunity.
These were the three key themes at the
fifth annual CLIA Cruise360 conference in
Sydney.
An audience of more than 500 industry
leaders and travel agents from Australia and
New Zealand gathered to hear the latest
news and hot topics from one of the biggest
growth sectors in the travel industry.
“Our latest figures show that Australia and
New Zealand are once again world beaters,
with Australia having the highest passenger
penetration in the world,” said Joel Katz,
Managing Director CLIA Australasia and Asia.
The cruise sector pumped almost $5
billion into the Australian economy in
2016/17 and last year almost six per cent of
Australians took a cruise.

“This gives us the confidence that there is
a lot of opportunity for further growth.”
Mr Katz added that this growth had
to be sustainable and that the industry
collaborated with environmental
stakeholders, developed technologies
and led the maritime sector in the best
environmental practices and policies.
“Protecting and preserving the
environment is the right thing to do and it is
fundamental to the long term success of our
industry.”
Cindy D’Aoust, President and CEO of CLIA
Global, released statistics predicting 28
million people would take an ocean cruise in
2018 with that figure expected to reach 40
million in the next 10 years.
“We have a responsibility to be good
stewards of the environment and of the

places that we visit. Because we are at sea,
everything we do has to be done better. We
have to be more efficient, more effective and
we have to be more mindful than land-based
resorts,” she said.
Ms D’Aoust added that because of the
cruise industry’s ability to innovate, ships
now recycle 60 per cent more per passenger
than the average person on land.
“We must join with the rest of travel and
tourism to preserve and protect the culture,
heritage and natural beauty of every place
that we visit.”
The hot topics of infrastructure and
Sydney’s berth crisis were also discussed.
The government’s recent decision to rule out
Garden Island as another option to Circular
Quay paves the way for Botany Bay to
become the site of a new cruise terminal.
“We are at a crossroads because we have
been saying to government for the last eight
years that we are going to have a capacity
problem and it is going to stifle growth,”
said Steve Odell, Senior Vice President &
Managing Director Asia Pacific, Norwegian
Cruise Line Holdings.
“Companies want to bring product here
but there’s no room at the inn. Now we have
discussion, collaboration and a potential
solution. What the government decides to
do now is very crucial for the future.”
Mr Odell backed the Botany Bay site,
highlighting it was close to the airport,
had the space to build the necessary
infrastructure and allowed companies the
chance to show visitors Sydney Harbour as
part of their cruise.
“It’s all about having a modern, state-ofthe-art facility and more capacity. It is going
to give us the ability to grow significantly.”
■ cruising.org.au
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Luxury expeditions from A to Z
PONANT HAS released its 2019/2020 season
brochure focused exclusively on its specialist
range of global luxury expeditions.
Described as an “A to Z of expedition
cruising”, the 124-page Polar & Tropical
Luxury Expeditions Collection includes 83
voyages from Alaska to Zanzibar.
Departing between May 2019 and April
2020, some tours are conducted for the
first time in partnership with National
Geographic Expeditions.
Itineraries range from eight to 44 nights
and include the polar regions of the Arctic,
Iceland and Alaska in the North, to the
Antarctic, South Georgia and Chilean Fjords
in the South.

Get the very
best out of

Asia
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Remote destinations featured include the
former Russian colony of Sitka, rarely visited
Wrangel Island and the volcanic Pribilof
Islands in the northern Arctic.
Tropical expedition itineraries highlight
the Seychelles and Maldives, Borneo, West
Papua, Indonesia, Melanesia, Polynesia,
Micronesia and Latin America. Closer to
home expeditions explore the remote
Sub Antarctic Islands and Australia’s own
Kimberley region.
In addition to voyages onboard the fleet
of sister ships, L’Austral, Le Boreal, Le Soleal
and Le Lyrial, the brochure features a range
of expeditions for three of PONANT’s latest
additions to its fleet. These are the purpose-

built compact luxury expedition ships Le
Laperouse, Le Bougainville and Le Dumontd’Urville.
For Aussies, in addition to the Kimberley
season of eight voyages between Darwin
and Broome, PONANT sailings include Fiji,
New Caledonia, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands,
Papua New Guinea, West Papua and the
Indonesian Moluccas.
Travellers can also combine back-to-back
voyages to create Grand Voyages, such as a
44-night voyage from Ushuaia in Argentina.
Guests can travel via South Georgia to
Cape Town, Madagascar and Mahe in the
Seychelles onboard Le Lyrial.
■ au.ponant.com

SILVERSEA EXPEDITIONS is providing guests with the opportunity to visit every corner of
Asia with a number of impressive itineraries for 2019.
Some of the highlight tours include ‘The Pacific Ring of Fire and Japan’, a 13-day cruise
from Guam to Kobe. Sailing aboard Silver Explorer, the itinerary includes active volcanoes
and possible sightings of dolphins, whales, green sea turtles and colourful Mariana fruit
doves.
Early booking bonus fares start from $9,450 per guest, based on double occupancy in
an Adventurer Suite. The cruise departs on April 29.
Entitled ‘A Kaleidoscope of Culture and Nature in the Banda and Arafura Seas’, this Balito-Darwin cruise is aboard Silver Discover.
Guests will spend 16 days exploring the Indonesian islands, including Komodo, Ende
(Flores), Lamararap, Takpala (Kalabahi), Pulau Tellang, Banda Neira Island, Aiduma and
Yamdena, plus Triton Bay and the renowned Asmat region.
Departing on March 20, the cruise has early booking bonus fares starting from $14,670
per guest, based on double occupancy in an Explorer Suite.
“Rich cultural experiences are complemented by fascinating historical insights and
rare encounters with wildlife, which deliver truly enriching travel adventures in this
incomparable part of the world,” commented Conrad Combrink, Silversea’s Senior Vice
President of Strategic Development for Expeditions and Experiences.
Silversea cruises feature all-inclusive amenities such as complimentary premium wines
and spirits, specialty coffees, bottled water, juices and soft drinks served throughout the
ship. The in-suite bar is stocked with guests’ preferences, there is 24-hour in-suite dining
service and unlimited complimentary Wi-Fi.
■ silversea.com
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EMBRACE A WORLD
OF ADVENTURE
Blue Lagoon, Reykjavik

Viking runs up a sale
TEMPTING OFFERS on both river and ocean cruises are available until November
30 in the World of Viking sale.
A variety of cruises are on sale, many with free or discounted flights, stateroom
upgrades, free city extensions and savings of up to $4,000 per couple.
The campaign is supported by an extensive multi-channel marketing campaign
including TV advertising and a 32-page national newspaper insert.
“We have curated a selection of offers with handpicked itineraries that
showcase the World of Viking,” said Michelle Black, Viking Managing Director
Australia and New Zealand.
“We’re known for being the ‘Thinking Person’s Cruise Line,’ with an emphasis on
cultural immersion and personal discovery. If your guests yearn to really discover
something new – not just skim the surface – Viking is for them and now is the time
to book their next adventure.”
Viking is supporting trade with a marketing toolkit that is available on the
company’s travel agent portal. Collateral includes ocean and river flyers, individual
itinerary flyers, Facebook tiles and an email signature.
■ vikingcruises.com

ADVENTURE WORLD Travel has launched its
UnCruise Small Ship Expeditions brochure for
2019/20.
Responding to agents’ feedback, the brochure
has been designed to become a vertical A4
standard size versus the landscape edition of
previous years, to enable ease of racking in-store.
“It is important for us to give our agents the
selling tools to help promote a niche product
offering,” said Neil Rodgers, Managing Director
Adventure World Travel.
“Even in this digital age, brochures are our number
one requested marketing tool. We are the only brand
in our market to invest with UnCruise in this way and
the return on investment is more than justified.”
In addition to their Alaska small ship expeditions,
there has also been a substantial increase in demand
for their Hawaii, Costa Rica and Sea of Cortez
expeditions.
For clients seeking an ‘off-peak’ Alaska
experience, the ‘Alaska Awakening’ departures
in April and May are full of extras, including an
increased number of glaciologists, bear experts and
authors onboard.
■ adventureworld.com

SALES NOW OPEN ON 2020 KIMBERLEY EXPEDITIONS
World Leader of
Luxury Expeditions

AWAKEN
YOUR SENSE OF WONDER

Give your clients the opportunity to explore one of the oldest of regions aboard the
newest of ships, Le Lapérouse, the youngest and most environmentally
sustainable vessel in the Kimberley.
In a Zodiac®, accompanied by an experienced Expedition Team, your clients will
explore dense mangroves home to saltwater crocodiles, venture beneath towering
waterfalls, marvel at extraordinary tidal movements, see ancient Aboriginal rock
art galleries and witness migrating humpback whales.
Onboard they will enjoy PONANT’s French luxury and ambiance, an Open Bar and
fine cuisine.
Book now to save up to 25%* on 2020 Kimberley cruises. Limited availability!
DARWIN - BROOME or BROOME - DARWIN: 10 departures from May to August 2020.
10 nights in a Deluxe Stateroom from $10,030 pp* for the 8th May 2020 departure.
Learn more, call us to register for our Information Events in October & November in
NSW, QLD, SA, VIC & WA. Contact our PONANT Cruise Consultants on:
1300 737 178 | reservations.aus@ponant.com | au.ponant.com

*Ponant Bonus discount subject to change based on availability. Demand is very high, so be quick to
book to avoid disappointment. Ponant Bonus fare per person, in AUD, based on a double occupancy,
including port taxes and transfer (Ship to Broome town/airport), yield managed, correct at time of writing –
10/09/2018. Refer to au.ponant.com for T&Cs. Photographs © PONANT Nick Rains, Mick Fogg,
Jean-Philippe Nuel, Philip Plisson. ABN: 35 166 676 517.
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CHOC
around
the dock

JENNY ROWLAND enjoys a sweet
childhood flashback as she checks
out The Sebel Melbourne Docklands.
I GREW up on Cadbury’s Dairy Milk
chocolate. The shiny purple wrapper still
puts a huge smile on my face.
With its signature purple décor, The Sebel
Melbourne Docklands reminds me of that
warm, comfy Cadbury’s feeling and puts a
similar smile on my face.
Check in is fast and efficient and I’m
relieved that I can check in three hours
early. Having flown in overnight from
Singapore I’m delighted to spy my huge
king size bed when I enter my onebedroom apartment and eagerly look
forward to getting between those luxury
Egyptian cotton sheets later.
The room is modern Melbourne chic
complete with designer furniture and
lighting. It’s spacious and yet very cosy, with
fantastic water and city views.
While the hotel is not in the centre of
town, there’s a free tram stop right outside
the door which is just five minutes from the
CBD, so a really great alternative to staying
in the city.
There is a fully equipped kitchen with
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European appliances, so if you’re bored with
the Melbourne culinary scene (really?!?) you
can Masterchef here in your own kitchen.
But there are great cafes and restaurants
situated conveniently along the vibrant
waterfront precinct… again right outside
your door. The great news is that The Sebel
has an extensive list of ‘preferred partners’
offering generous discounts across the local
eateries and attractions.
Standard in-room amenities include
flat-screen TVs, DVD players, phones, airconditioning and free Wi-Fi. The bathroom
is clean and modern, with a walk-in shower
and luxury toiletries. I am pleasantly surprised
that despite being an apartment-style hotel,
housekeeping is provided every day.
Capri Cafe has indoor and outdoor seating
for alfresco dining and serves a variety of
local and international dishes and a special
children’s menu, plus an excellent cookedto-order breakfast with eggs and pancakes
for an additional fee.
Business-friendly facilities include
bright and contemporary meeting rooms

and a computer station next to the lobby.
Hotel services include a concierge and
underground parking for a fee. Room service
is available, but hours are limited.
The hotel staff are friendly, super-efficient
and pass the “Jen tea bag test” with flying
colours! I’ve run out of English breakfast and
they are knocking at my door within five
minutes of my SOS, clutching a handful of
emergency supplies.
With a 25-metre heated lap pool, sauna
and fitness centre way above normal hotel
standards you do get the chance to burn
off some of the delicious excess Melbourne
calories.
For some pampering you also have the
Laurel Spa and as a Sebel guest you qualify
for a 20 per cent discount.
It’s a great place to stay and will suit
leisure, business and family groups. Oh, and
if you’re a tennis player, you will love the
rooftop tennis court and its sweeping views.
The only thing that’s missing is the
Cadbury’s Dairy Milk!
■ sebeldocklands.com.au
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A TOUCH OF SPICE

Sneak peek at
luxury retreat

FOLLOWING A $20 million renovation program, Spicers Guesthouse
Retreat will open in the Hunter Valley region of New South Wales next
month.
The 49-room boutique property will be the group’s fourth retreat in the
State and second in the Hunter Valley region. It will provide guests with a
EMPORIUM HOTELS have released a sneak peek at their latest
more event-focused alternative than the neighbouring Spicers Vineyard
property in Brisbane.
Estate. A king room will start at $339 a night.
The Emporium Hotel South Bank features 143 suites, a
“Having purchased this property two years ago, I am thrilled to
selection
of dining options and a 23-metre rooftop infinity edge
finally unveil the first look at this charming retreat that pays homage
pool
and
bar
with views of the Brisbane River and city skyline.
to its roots as a meeting place for local wine makers,” said Jude Turner,
A
selection
of state-of-the-art meeting and events spaces
Owner of Spicers Retreats.
are
also
available,
including the Frangipani Ballroom, which
The property has state-of-the-art conference facilities, a large-scale
accommodates up to 350 people, and three purpose-built
events or wedding gazebo and private dining room with elaborate
boardrooms.
wine wall housing locally produced wines.
“We are looking forward to raising the bar in boutique luxury
The site also features a four-bedroom standalone cottage, perfect
accommodation,
not only in Brisbane, but nationwide and
for larger groups and weddings. Executive Chef Cameron Matthews
beyond,
”
said
Peter
Savoff, General Manager.
will head up Eremo, a new Italian inspired restaurant serving local
Centrally
positioned
on Grey Street within the $600 million
produce and wines.
Southpoint
precinct,
Emporium
Hotel South Bank is surrounded
“The new Spicers Guesthouse restaurant will provide unparalleled
by
Brisbane’s
best
bars,
dining
and
lifestyle options. It is just
views of this immaculate part of the world, serving as the perfect location
minutes’ walk to Queensland Performing Arts Complex,
to relax, reconnect and share in life’s special moments with those closest
to Mr.Puttipong
you,” said MarkPrasarttong-Osoth,
Whitnell, General Manager.
President of Bangkok Airways, (fourth fromQueensland
left) with Art Gallery, Queensland Gallery of Modern Art, the
Queensland Museum and State Library.
management at the awards
■ airline
spicersretreats.com
■ emporiumhotels.com.au

Xmas opening in Melbourne

THE NOVOTEL and ibis Melbourne Central is now taking bookings for stays from
December 1.
Situated on Little Lonsdale Street, the new-build property will see AccorHotels leading
midscale and economy hotel brands come together. It will offer travellers easy access to
major dining, shopping and sporting precincts.
Featuring 483 guestrooms, the 35-floor tower is AccorHotels Australia’s first vertical
new-build multi hotel development where two brands will share guest facilities.
Ibis Melbourne Central will comprise the lower tier of the tower and make up 270
premium-economy guest rooms, while Novotel will open from level 20 with 213 four-and-ahalf star guest rooms and suites.
Food and beverage is inspired by the city’s rich ethnic history, with Pretty Boy Italian
Steak House offering home cooked Victorian produce, along with Floyd’s Italian inspired
spritz and salumi bar. For dumpling lovers, Goldie Asian Canteen + Brews will be open
from dawn to dark.
“We’re so excited to be opening a purpose-built, dual branded, vertical hotel complex,
taking the midscale and premiumeconomy hotel sector to the next level,
Novotel
providing a fresh, vibrant and accessible
destination to all travellers,” said Michelle
Bradshaw, Complex General Manager.
“The hotels will offer the latest
in-room technology, exciting food,
delivered by the best culinary talent in
Melbourne.”
Opening rates at Novotel and ibis
Melbourne Central start from $186 per
room per night.
■ accorhotels.com

BOUTIQUE
IN THE CBD
SYDNEY’S FIRST boutique serviced
apartments in the CBD will open later this
month.
Located in Kent Street, SKYE Suites Sydney
sits within Arc by Crown Group and will open
on October 18, offering serviced apartments
for short term and long term stay guests.
The first phase of Arc will see luxury hotel
apartment rooms available, comprising of
studio suites and two bedrooms suites. In
total, SKYE Suites at Arc by Crown Group
will host 73 serviced apartments, including
studio suites, one-bedroom suites and twobedroom suites.
The second phase of the project will see
the remaining residential suites, rooftop and
retail precinct complete in November.
■ skyehotels.com.au
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SYDNEY’S SPORTING
CAPITAL WELCOMES
A NEW LUXURY HOTEL
A NEW luxury hotel is opening soon near
Sydney’s great sporting arena.
Positioned right next to the Sydney
Olympic Park precinct, Meriton Suites
Carter Street will open its doors in early
January 2019 and will be the perfect
accommodation option for sporting
enthusiasts and concert goers alike.
Surrounded by some of Sydney’s most
popular sporting landmarks, Meriton Suites
Carter Street is the perfect option for a
luxurious stay, where guests can immerse
themselves in all the action at Sydney’s
sporting and entertainment capital that is
Sydney Olympic Park.
The hotel is only a short walking distance
from ANZ Stadium, Qudos Bank Arena,
the Olympic Park Convention Centre and
showgrounds, swimming, tennis and hockey
centre and Sydney Olympic Park train station.
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Guests can expect to be treated to a
premium level of luxury with large openplan style suites, with many offering the
best views of Olympic Park and out to the
Sydney Harbour skyline.
All suites also feature a fully-equipped
kitchen, internal laundry, spacious bedrooms
and living areas as well as luxurious Kevin
Murphy bathroom amenities.
Meriton Suites Carter Street will offer 153
one-, two-, and three-bedroom suites, and
for the first time large four-bedroom suites,
which span two floors and includes access to
large private rooftop terraces – offering the
perfect location to entertain friends or family.
“We can see the need for larger two, three and
even four bedroom suites to accommodate
families and larger groups, so we have
designed our new apartment-style hotel
to deliver on that, ”said Matthew Thomas,

Group General Manager of Meriton Suites.
“Sydney Olympic Park is the host for so
many national and international events so
we wanted to design a hotel that caters for
all sized groups and their different needs.”
Featuring all the sophisticated amenities
expected at Meriton Suites, the two-, threeand four-bedroom suites come equipped
with a second full bathroom; providing the
ultimate in affordable luxury with your stay.
Along with the properties own onsite
cafe, guests can also indulge in a variety of
room service options powered by Deliveroo.
So whether you’re attending an event,
travelling with the family or a group of
friends, this new luxury accommodation
option will be kicking goals for the sport
lovers out there and offering the perfect
escape for those just looking to get away.
■ meritonsuites.com.au

MORE THAN

With 18 five-star rated apartment-style
hotels, all in fantastic locations,
why would you go anywhere else?
Meriton Suites is Australia’s largest owner operator
of hotel rooms with over 4,500 suites across Sydney,
Brisbane and the Gold Coast. This gives every guest
a guarantee that they are staying in the best
accommodation in Australia.

JUST A
HOTEL

Each Meriton Suites’ building is both a landmark and prominent. They are among the tallest in the world,
with two buildings over 70 levels, and many more over 50 levels. Many of the suites within Sydney have
stunning views across the city’s iconic harbour and the impressive city skyline – as we have the tallest
hotels in Parramatta, Chatswood and Sydney’s CBD. In Brisbane, we have the two tallest buildings offering
unrivalled views of Brisbane’s picturesque city, while our suites on the Gold Coast feature stunning views of the
beautiful coastline and pristine waterways, especially staying at Southport which is considered the tallest in
the area. Enjoy more space than a typical hotel room in a studio, 1, 2 or 3 bedroom suite, all with your very own
kitchen, lounge and dining area. Meriton Suites offers apartment-style designs built for your home away from home.
With resort style facilities in every location, our fitness centres are equipped with both cardio equipment and weight
machines. Each one of our properties has an indoor heated swimming pool, spa and sauna. Our two Gold Coast
locations as well as our Church Street, Parramatta hotel also feature an additional outdoor pool and sun deck.
Booking direct on our Meriton Suites website offers the very best prices on all
accommodation, and our Australian based telephone reservations team are
always available to help book your next stay and guarantee to beat any
cheaper online rates offered.

Visit MeritonSuites.com.au or call 131 672

SKYtalk

American expansion will benefit fliers
AMERICAN AIRLINES is expanding its
European network next summer with nine
new routes designed to meet customer
demand.
Among the new routes will be a daily
year-round service to Munich and a daily
seasonal service to London Heathrow.
Daily summer seasonal services will also
be introduced to Dublin, Athens and
Edinburgh.
Three new destinations will also be
welcomed, with services from Philadelphia
to Berlin, Bologna and Dubrovnik.
“By providing the only nonstop
service from North America to Bologna
and Dubrovnik and adding Berlin to our
international footprint, American is making
it easier to see the world,” said Vasu Raja,

Vice President of Network and Schedule
Planning.
“Through our Atlantic Joint Business,
we have seen increased interest to these
markets from the U.S., and adjusting our
network to introduce these destinations will
provide more choices for customers on both
sides of the Atlantic.”
The world’s largest airline also continues
its fleet expansion, with American taking
delivery in August of a new Boeing 787-9
aircraft. The fourth of six B787s expected to
be delivered this year, the plane is the 38th
Dreamliner in the AA fleet.
The airline also remains committed to
the trade and is currently running a prize
incentive. The first 25 agents to issue five
tickets on American Airlines’ Sydney to Los

IN BRIEF
AIR ADVENTURE Australia
has just released their 2019
air safaris with 16 unique
itineraries ranging from one to
14 days. New tours include a
Tasmanian golf, wine and art
experience and ‘A Taste of King
Island’ day tour. “Enriching our
guests’ lives is at the heart of
everything we do,” said John
Dyer, Managing Director Air
Adventure.
airadventure.com.au
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SINGAPORE AIRLINES has
unveiled Adelaide as the
launch destination for its
first Airbus A350-900 fitted
with all new medium-haul
cabin products. Launching
on December 18, flight
SQ278/279 will be operated
daily by the two-class,
303-seat aircraft. It will have
40 seats in business class
and 263 seats in economy.
singaporeair.com

Angeles service (AA72/AA73, 001 ticket
stock) will receive a Polaroid camera.
Every submission goes into the draw to
win automatic AAdvantage Platinum status
and 160,000 miles. Points will be deposited
into a newly created AAdvantage account in
the agent’s name.
To participate, agents must email their
ticket numbers, date tickets were issued,
passenger departure date and PNRs to
syd.sales@aa.com
Passengers must be booked and ticketed
on AA metal (AA72 or AA73 flights) from
now to October 21 for departures until
November 30. New ticketed bookings only
will count and the draw will take place on
October 30.
■ americanairlines.com.au

AIR FRANCE has opened
their impressive new
business lounge in Hall
L of Terminal 2E at Paris
Charles de Gaulle. Quentin
Voss, Country Manager for
Air France KLM Australia
commented: “The lounge
is very well put together
with various areas that pay
impressive attention to the
well-being of travellers,
featuring a Clarins spa,
private saunas, sleep suites
and a detox bar.”
airfrance.com.au

MALAYSIA AIRLINES has
launched their official presence
on WhatsApp, enabling
customers to receive their flight
booking confirmation and
flight status directly through
the popular messaging app in
Malaysia. It is the first airline
in Malaysia and the fifth in the
world to integrate with the
WhatsApp Business solution.
The latest move follows the
launch of three other digital
solutions, MHguardian,
MHfeedback and MHchat in
April. malaysiaairlines.com

SKYtalk

Airline is still a world beater
BANGKOK AIRWAYS is on top of the world
again following the prestigious Skytrax
World Airline Awards 2018.
The company picked up Skytrax Awards
for ‘World’s Best Regional Airline’ and ‘Best
Regional Airline in Asia’ at the event held in

London recently. It’s the third year in a row
and fourth time overall that the airline has
won the former title and eighth time for the
latter.
The dual awards give the airline extra
cause for celebration as it marks its 50th

C - Travel Talk w185xh130 mm

anniversary this year. Members of the
management team were present at the
award ceremony.
“The Skytrax World Airline Awards are
well recognised and respected across
the aviation industry worldwide,” said Mr.
Puttipong Prasarttong-Osoth, President of
Bangkok Airways.
“It is considered a global benchmark of
airline excellence as the results are voted by
global passengers.”
Bangkok Airways is a regional carrier
providing full services to the highest
standard to underline its commitment as
‘Asia’s boutique airline’.
It is the only airline in Thailand that allows
passengers in both economy and business
class to have lounge access. Only the best
quality food is used in the creative meals
served onboard.
“We would like to thank all the voters for
the continued support and confidence that
you have for us,” Mr. Puttipong added. “The
awards mean a great deal of encouragement
for everyone at Bangkok Airways to continue
to deliver the best to our passengers.
“The management team and everyone
at Bangkok Airways will continue our
commitment to provide high quality
service and safety to make every journey an
exceptional one. “
■ bangkokair.com
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TAHITIAN DREAM
BECOMES REALITY

SALE AWAY
TO VANUATU
AIR VANUATU has launched a super sale offering Aussies the chance
to discover the Pacific Island for as little as $469 return per person.
The super sale applies to all return fares to Port Vila and Espiritu
Santo departing out of Brisbane and Sydney between February 1 and
March 31, 2019. The sale ends January 31, 2019.
Sale fares include Brisbane to Port Vila in economy starting from
$469 per person return and Brisbane to Espiritu Santo twice weekly
services in economy starting from $499 per person.
From Sydney to Port Vila, the economy fare starts from $499 per
person return and from Sydney to Espiritu Santo the economy fare
starts from $529 (via Port Vila) per person return.
Air Vanuatu flies daily from Sydney, four times ex Brisbane to Port
Vila and two to Espiritu Santo, with onward domestic connections
daily using their 70-seater ATR72-600 aircraft. The airline also offers
business class on all flights to and from Australia.
■ airvanuatu.com

BOEING HAS released the first photos of Air Tahiti Nui’s first B787-9
aircraft, the ‘Tahitian Dreamliner’.
With a design and colours inspired by the Polynesian islands, the
livery features the airline’s trademark tiare flower, a tattoo pattern
representing a story of Tahiti and its people, and the blue hues that
the islands are synonymous with.
Australasians will be among the first to sample the Tahitian
Dreamliner with the new aircraft commencing service on the
Auckland to Papeete route on November 8.
To coincide with Air Tahiti Nui’s 20th anniversary this year, the
flag carrier for French Polynesia is phasing out its current Airbus
A340-300 fleet and replacing it with four 787-9 Dreamliners.
When the airline has received all four Dreamliners by September
2019, their registration codes will join together to say ‘the warrior
(TOA) going forward (MUA) in the great (NUI) canoe (VAA)’.
■ airtahitinui.com

Big bird is back in the sky
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EMIRATES HAS resumed operating A380 aircraft
on the route between Brisbane and Dubai.
The move, which came into effect last month,
adds 945 seats per week and complements
Emirates’ existing two daily Brisbane services
which are operated by a Boeing 777-300ER.
The enhancement follows a brief period where
the airline operated its 777-300ER aircraft on this
service as part of a routine operational review.
Emirates has continued its commitment to
the Australian market, introducing its third daily
Brisbane service, a fourth daily Sydney service
and upgrading its third daily Melbourne service
to an A380 aircraft all within the last 12 months.
The A380 offers 489 seats in a three-class
cabin configuration with 14 private suites in first
class, 76 flat-bed seats in business class and 399
spacious seats in economy. Emirates are currently
the only airline in Queensland to operate the
A380.
The carrier currently operates 91 flights a week
to Dubai from Australia, with flights departing
from Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide and
Sydney.
■ emirates.com

Flying Reimagined.
Dreamliner all the way to LA.
aa.com

American Airlines and the Flight Symbol logo are marks of American Airlines, Inc. oneworld
is a mark of the oneworld Alliance, LLC. © 2018 American Airlines, Inc. All rights reserved.

HAWAII

WELCOME
GIFTS LET
FLIERS
SHOP TILL
YOU DROP
HAWAIIAN AIRLINES and the world’s largest
open air shopping centre have teamed up
again to offer great bargains to guests flying
with the flagship carrier.
Effective immediately, meal trays onboard
will feature a ‘Welcome Gifts’ card filled with
special offers from Ala Moana Center * .
These offers include a free and exclusive
‘Aloha Hawaii’ wristlet from jewellery store
ALEX AND ANI plus 25 per cent off their
exclusive ‘Hawaiian Islands’ set of three
wristlets. There’s also a complimentary tote
bag from Bloomingdale’s and an all-day 15
per cent off savings certificate.
To redeem these special offers, guests need
to visit Ala Moana Center’s Guest Services
team on Street Level 1, Center Court, present
the tray card with ID and mention Hawaiian
Airlines.

Picture courtesy
Hawaii Tourism
Authority
This six month in-flight promotion is in
addition to Ala Moana Center’s Premier
Passport Exclusive Offers program which
provides Australian residents with special
offers and discounts at 100 outlets.
These include Bally, Bloomingdale’s,
BOSS Hugo Boss, Chapel Hats, Diesel,
diptyque paris, Fossil, Gap, GNC, Hawaiian
Island Creations, Hilo Hattie, L’Occitane,
Longines and Lululemon. The center boasts
more than 350 stores with more than 100
dining options.
“Australians have long known the
excellent shopping bargains that can
be found at Ala Moana Center and
throughout Honolulu and Hawaii,” said
Karen Macmillan, Hawaiian Airlines’ Acting

Country Director Australia.
“We are delighted to help facilitate
access to such bargains through this inflight promotion with Ala Moana Center.”
Hawaiian’s guests also enjoy the
airline’s award-winning hospitality and
all fares include locally-inspired meals
and beverages, on demand in-flight
entertainment and a generous 64kg free
checked baggage allowance (2 bags at
32kg per piece).
For $165 per person per sector, guests
can also treat themselves to extra comfort
economy seats and enjoy five or more extra
inches of legroom, priority boarding, personal
electronic power outlet and amenity kit.
*
While supplies last

This cruise is legend
CRUISEAWAY ARE offering a trip to Hawaii
aboard Carnival Legend that also takes in
several other Pacific Islands.
Embarking from Sydney, the itinerary
includes the picturesque bays of Noumea,
Fiji’s intensely coloured reef and the
turquoise lagoons of French Polynesia
before finally arriving in Honolulu.
Carnival Legend offers a great variety of
culinary specialties, from the visual and
taste sensation in The Chef’s Table to the
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feel good food served up at Seuss at Sea.
Other options include the elegant Nouveau
Restaurant, a sushi bar and Pirate Pizza.
Activities onboard include the Twister
waterslide, mini golf, basketball and table
tennis or jogging on the athletic track. An
interactive children’s program provides fun
for kids all day, while teens are welcome to
hang out in Club 02 for parties and video
games.
Evenings are known for their fantastic Las

Vegas-style shows, live music, comedy and
entertainment from international artists.
Departing on April 2, 2019, the package
includes a flight from Honolulu to Sydney,
18 nights onboard Carnival Legend, onenight pre-cruise accommodation in Waikiki
as well as airport to hotel transfers.
Prices start from $2,999 per person with
an option to upgrade to an ocean view
cabin for less than $62 per person per day.
■ cruiseaway.com.au

Say aloha to
extra leg room
Upgrade your client’s seat to
Extra Comfort from Sydney or
Brisbane to Honolulu for AUD $165*
Now available for purchase
via GDS as an EMD-A

HawaiianAirlines.com.au
Reservations 1300 661 339

*Conditions apply and subject to availability.
Price subject to change without notice.
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FIND PARADISE
AT HONUA KAI
RESORT & SPA
LOCATED ON world-renowned Ka`anapali
North Beach, Honua Kai Resort & Spa is the
ultimate Maui getaway.
Nestled on 15 hectares of tropical
oceanfront luxury, the resort offers the
perfect blend of location, luxury, amenities
and service.
With ample room for entertaining, the
resort is the ideal getaway destination for
families and couples alike.
Alongside access to all the best beach
activities, the resort provides a one hectare
aquatic playground equipped with a
network of pools, five hot tubs, a lazy river,
waterfalls, waterslides, caves and a family
friendly sandy beach pool with fountains for
playing in.
The spirit of aloha flows through every
studio, one-, two- and three-bedroom suite
on the property.
Each suite features a large furnished lanai
(balcony) with captivating views. Kitchens
are fit for a top chef and include premier
Bosch stainless-steel appliances, a full
refrigerator, microwave and dishwasher.

Guests enjoy the comforts of home with
flat-screen TVs in each room alongside
Internet service and an in-suite washer and
dryer. Plus, exclusive resort services include
housekeeping every other day, a full-service
concierge, front desk check-in, a valet service
and 24-hour fitness facilities featuring topof-the-line equipment.
With its prime location, Honua Kai Resort
& Spa is close to superb shopping, dining
and numerous outdoor island activities.
Resort guests can enjoy two convenient
on-site dining venues: Duke’s Beach House
Restaurant, an iconic oceanfront restaurant
that serves island-inspired cuisine and Aina
Gourmet Market Café, a charming casual

eatery with a full coffee bar and healthy
grab-and-go meals and snacks.
Travellers seeking relaxation and
rejuvenation will find delight at Ho`ola Spa –
the on-site venue offers luxurious Hawaiian
spa treatments and a Himalayan Salt Room.
At Honua Kai Resort & Spa, you’re steps
away from a relaxing stroll on the white
sands of Ka`anapali North Beach or a dip in
the tropical blue ocean.
For those in search of adventure, nearby
activities include Hawaiian cultural activities,
golf, zip lining, hiking and much more!
Find your personal paradise at Honua Kai
Resort & Spa – the newest property available
to book at Outrigger.com

There’s no place like home. Away from home.
855.703.3465

HONUAKAI.COM
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Honua Kai Resort & Spa on Maui’s Kaanapali North Beach is known for its incredibly spacious studio, one,
two and three-bedroom suites with all the comforts of home. A full gourmet kitchen. In-room washer/
dryer. Large lanai (balcony). And a private bath in each room. But unlike your home, there’s a 3-acre
aquatic playground with towel service. A luxurious spa. Housekeeping every other day. And assistance
from the front desk or concierge is just a phone call away. If only home was this amazing.

HAWAII: Advertorial

STARS ALIGN
AT ‘ALOHILANI
RESORT
‘ALOHILANI RESORT Waikiki Beach will be
introducing a new package at the start of 2019
to ensure their guests have the best year yet.
The new transcendent “Plant Your
Intentions” experience is meant to guide
visitors toward a path of self-discovery while
enjoying the beautiful island of Oahu.
Available from January 2, 2019, the package
consists of an astrological reading, dreamboard
workshop and symbolic native tree planting.
Even before a guest arrives their
exploration begins with an astrological
phone reading using the renowned Debra
Silverman Astrology method.
This unique psychological-spiritual model
combines Esoteric (soul-centered) Law,
Astrology and Psychology to tap into an
inherent understanding of one’s self and
emotional health.
An Oahu based certified Astrologer who
studied under Debra herself, Hokulani
Beale, will take guests through an extended
reading and provide a session recording with
a noted copy of their chart.
Once guests arrive at ‘Alohilani their
newfound personal discoveries will be
applied through a two-hour private

Picture courtesy
Michael Kleinberg
workshop with life coach Tiare Thomas,
founder of Aloha Dreamboard. Tiare will
dig a little deeper to gain clarity and
develop guests’ intentions through guided
visualisation exercises, a journaling session,
and creation of a Lifeboard Dreamboard to
represent their desires and aspirations.
On the second day, intentions will be
“planted” through ‘Alohilani’s partnership
with Hawaiian Legacy Reforestation
Initiative, a non-profit organization
committed to returning indigenous trees
back to Hawaii.
In May, the property pledged to plant
100,000 trees across Oahu and the Big Island
contributing to the reforestation effort to
revive the native ecosystem.
On an excursion to Gunstock Ranch

on the North Shore, guests will explore
the scenic coast and end their trip by
rooting their intentions into the soil with
the planting of their very own tree in the
‘Alohilani forest.
The ceremony will be documented in
video form as another reminder of their
experience, and guests will be able to follow
the tree’s growth remotely throughout its life
with a radio-frequency identification chip
that records everything from where the tree
was planted to how it grows to maturity.
The package is available for $935/night,
accommodating two guests for a minimum
of three nights. Additional nights and guests
may be added to the package.
To book, visit alohilaniresort.com/specialoffers/plant-your-intentions/

G R A N D O PEN IN G SPEC TACU L A R

EXPERIENCE ‘ALOHIL ANI
RATES STARTING AT $290 FOR OCEAN VIEW*

To book, please contact: 808-921-6196 or sales@alohilaniresort.com

*Conditions apply. See website for details. www.alohilaniresort.com
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PACIFIC ISLANDS: Fiji

Help save the children
A NEW partnership has been announced
that aims to overcome urgent child health
challenges in Fiji.
Captain Cook Cruises Fiji has joined with
Cure Kids Fiji to work together to achieve
significant improvements for children, their
families and communities throughout the
country.
Cure Kids Fiji (CKF) has been working
in the country since 2006 to improve the
health of local children through research and

evidence-based child health programs.
Many Fijian children lose their lives
to illnesses that are both treatable and
preventable in other parts of the world,
such as rheumatic heart disease (RHD) and
pneumonia.
The care organisation focuses on
developing life-saving solutions for these
illnesses through their Rheumatic Heart
Disease Control & Prevention Program and
the Fiji Oxygen Project.

“We are so happy to be given the
opportunity to partner with Cure Kids Fiji
and look forward to proactively helping
improve health outcomes for Fijian children
and their families,” said Tony Acland, General
Manager, Captain Cook Cruises Fiji.
“Many of our staff, who we consider
family, have children and grandchildren that
have been affected by these illnesses and we
hope to not only save lives but to also build
a sense of community and purpose around
this important cause.”
The cruise company is supporting CKF by
applying a $1 per-room per-night charge
on an opt-out basis to guests on MV Reef
Endeavour. This donation goes directly to
CKF and will help save thousands of lives.
Captain Cook Cruises Fiji will also work
with the RHD team to facilitate screening
in remote Fijian villages and schools on
itineraries to the Yasawa, Mamanuca and
Lau Group Islands. The company will also
support annual fundraising and charity
events and help promote CKF and the work
they do through raising awareness and
educating their guests, locals and CCC staff.
Captain Cook Cruises Fiji operate three-,
four-, seven- and eleven-night cruises
onboard MV Reef Endeavour around the
country’s inner and remote islands.
■ captaincookcruisesfiji.com

THREE IN
A ROW FOR
TAVEUNI

TAVEUNI PALMS Resort has won ‘Australasia’s
Leading Boutique Resort 2018’ at the 25th annual
World Travel Awards in Hong Kong.
This is third consecutive year the luxury Fiji
property has won this award and the eighth
consecutive year the resort has won in a range of
categories.
“We are truly honoured to again win this
prestigious award and we are so humbled to be
recognised for our commitment to excellence –
something our dedicated team strives to deliver
every day for our guests at Taveuni Palms,” said
Colleen O’Neill, Owner of Taveuni Palms.
Situated on Taveuni Island, the five-star property
offers extreme privacy with only two villas, each
with seven staff. Prices start from $US1,500
(approx. $AU2,100) per day for two people per villa,
excluding tax.
The resort is currently running a number of free
night specials: pay for four nights and stay for five
nights (one night free); pay for five nights and stay
for seven nights (two nights free); pay for seven
nights and stay for 10 nights (three nights free). The
offers are valid for all bookings until March 31, 2019.
■ taveunipalms.com
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ASIAN ESCAPES

The Amber Fort
in Jaipur

Feel the spirit
FROM SPOTTING a Bengal tiger to taking
part in a Bollywood dance lesson, India
offers culture, colours and experiences like
no other country in the world.
The 17-day ‘Spirit of India’ tour from Kochi
to New Delhi with APT offers travellers the
chance to discover the true essence of this
fascinating destination in style and comfort
aboard the Deccan Odyssey.
A luxurious hotel on wheels, the train
transports passengers into India’s heart, the
Golden Triangle. Inspired by the imperial
carriages used by the Maharajahs, touches
of royalty can be seen in the smallest of
details. Each cabin is outfitted with its own
private ensuite and a cosy interior design.
Watch the scenery glide by while you
dine on local or western cuisine in one of
the two restaurant cars. With an onboard
spa, guests can even relax with a massage
between their daily excursions.
The trip begins in Kochi, which is known
as the ‘Queen of the Arabian Sea’ and has
been luring wanderers and traders for more
than 600 years. You’ll spend two nights
here, enjoying a traditional Kathakali dance
performance, exploring the Fort Kochi area
and strolling through the historic Jewtown.
One of the undoubted highlights of the
tour will be a very special visit to the Taj
Mahal, commissioned by Emperor Shah
Jahan to encase the remains of his beloved
wife, Mumtaz Mahal.
During the time their love story unfolded,
Mumtaz wore the Mughal jewellery that all
the royal family and high ranking members

of society of that time proudly displayed.
Great pieces with heavy stonework and
elaborate enamelling augmented with
diamonds, rubies, emeralds, pearls and
other precious stones are typical of Mughal
jewels.
The itinerary includes the unique
experience of a champagne reception and
guided tour of the Kohinoor Gem Museum,
home to an exquisite collection of Mughal
artefacts, including finely embroidered
tapestry, elaborate jewels and artwork.
Making this all the more unforgettable,
the ancestors of the current owners once
crafted jewels for Mumtaz Mahal. These
jewels were gifted back to the ancestors
following the fall of the Mughal Empire and
have stayed with the family ever since.
Other tour highlights include a safari
to one of India’s best tiger reserves,
Ranthambore National Park, and high tea
at a royal lodge. You’ll also discover India’s
spiritual heart on the banks of the Ganges
River in Varanasi, where ancient Hindu
traditions endure.
In Mumbai, regarded as the most modern
city in India, travellers will learn how
traditional and modern dance forms blend
by taking part in a Bollywood dance lesson.
The ‘Spirit of India’ tour is priced from
$16,895 per person twin share with a
Superdeal Fly Free saving (including taxes) if
you book by October 31.
Price includes all-inclusive sightseeing in
12 destinations, APT’s ‘Freedom of Choice’
inclusions in three locations, 41 meals,

complimentary beverages served onboard
your train with lunch and dinner, an expert
APT Tour Director throughout your journey
and the seven-night rail journey aboard the
Deccan Odyssey.
For even more extensive exploration,
APT also offers a 23-day ‘Contrasts of India’
itinerary that goes beyond the Golden
Triangle. The state of Gujarat is one of
the least visited but also one of the most
rewarding in India and includes the vast salt
flats of Kutch and the ancient fortified city
of Patan.
Prices start at $25,895 per person twin
share.
■ aptouring.com.au
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The wedding
scene in Chijmes

How you can get

crazy and rich
IT’S THE movie getting rave reviews across
the globe and now you can follow in some
famous film star footsteps.
The film adaption of Kevin Kwan’s
international bestselling novel, Crazy Rich
Asians, follows New Yorker Rachel Chu
(Constance Wu) as she accompanies her
longtime boyfriend Nick Young (Henry
Golding), to his best friend’s wedding in
Singapore.
For those who would like to have
their own Crazy Rich Asians experience in
Singapore, here is a list of locations from the
film.

CHANGI INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

Ranked the world’s best airport for the
sixth consecutive year, Changi features
butterfly and sunflower gardens, two movie
theatres, rooftop pool, video game consoles,
sleep pods and free Wi-Fi.
Garden Rhapsody

STREET FOOD IN THE
HAWKER CENTRES

Straight off the plane, Nick and Rachel
tuck into some of Singapore’s famous street
food, found at any of the city’s 100-plus
hawker centres.
The ‘richness’ of the city truly comes from its
people, a harmonious melting-pot of cultures
that includes people of Chinese, Indian, Malay,
Eurasian and Peranakan backgrounds. Do as
the locals do and head to the longest queue to
experience popular dishes such as satay, laksa,
chilli crab and chicken rice.
You don’t have to break the bank to eat
like a king in Singapore, with two hawker
stalls awarded Michelin stars – Hong Kong
Soya Sauce Chicken Rice and Noodle and
Hill Street Tai Hwa Pork Noodle, both selling
traditional dishes starting from $SGD3. This
makes Singapore home to the cheapest
Michelin-starred meal in the world.

RAFFLES HOTEL

The Raffles embodies Singapore’s colonial
history and was the famous birthplace of the
Singapore Sling in the Long Bar. Opened in
1887, its name was chosen to pay homage
to British statesman Sir Thomas Stamford
Raffles, Singapore’s founder.
The 103-room hotel is currently
undergoing major restoration work and will
re-open later this year, with three new suite
categories ready to welcome a celebrity
clientele that in the past has included Charlie
Chaplin, Elizabeth Taylor, Michael Jackson
and, more recently, the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge.

CHIJMES

An historic building complex in
downtown Singapore, CHIJMES (pronounced
“chimes”), was a former Catholic convent and
girls’ school.
The neoclassical building harks back to a
more gracious age, with green lawns, marble
waterfalls and courtyards now surrounding
buzzing restaurants and bars, acting as an
inner-city oasis among the hustle and bustle
of the city.

SUPERTREE GROVE,
GARDENS BY THE BAY

Using reclaimed land from the sea,
Gardens by the Bay is a 101 hectare green
oasis right in the heart of the city that
includes two large, free-standing domes: the
Flower Dome and the Cloud Forest.
In 2015, Guinness World Records listed
the Flower Dome as the largest glass
greenhouse in the world. It is home to
vegetation from the Mediterranean and
semi-arid regions.
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Marina Bay Sands
Outside the domes is Supertree Grove,
home to 18 trees that range in height from 25
to 50 metres. The trees act as vertical gardens,
providing shade during the day and coming
alive at dark as part of the twice-nightly
Garden Rhapsody Sound & Light Show.

COCKTAILS IN CHINATOWN

Singapore has become the ‘cocktail capital
of Asia’ with six of its bars featuring in the
world’s top 50. Within traditional restored
shophouses, behind hidden doors or on
hotel rooftops with panoramic skyline views
– the bars are a great place to feel the city’s
infectious energy and meet kindred spirits
who call the city home.

MARINA BAY SANDS

Singapore is known for architecture that
juxtaposes ‘old and new’ and ‘east meets
west’. The Marina Bay Sands building has
become a symbol of the city, soaring 57
levels above the streets below.
The guest-only, 150-metre infinity pool
is the world’s largest, while travellers can
access the observation deck or have a
cocktail at CÉ LA VIE.
■ visitsingapore.com/en

Ann Siang Hill
“The movie is a love letter to the food, culture and beauty of this area,” said Brad
Simpson, Producer of Crazy Rich Asians.
“Shooting in Singapore itself was non-negotiable. The mixture of pristinely preserved
colonial architecture from the past with ultra-modern, cutting-edge buildings of the future,
the life on the streets and the vibrancy of the Hawker Markets, all make its signature.”
Jon. M. Chu, who directed the film, said of Singapore: “I think our film showcases
much of its beauty in a way that
audiences around the world can
appreciate, and hopefully, make them
feel like they’re traveling along with us.
“The texture of our movie, its
escapism, comes from the fact that we
really shot in these places. Everywhere
we pointed the camera we found
something special. It’s a unique blend of
cultures.”

A MECCA FOR
DIVERSE DINING
FROM STREET food to seafood, fine dining to
heritage dishes, Singapore is famous for its
array of diverse culinary experiences.
Situated in the heart of Singapore, The
Fullerton Heritage precinct is home to a
selection of the city’s most sought-after
tables and offers the best views of Marina
Bay and the skyline.
Dining your way around the precinct
requires some planning and is best done on
an empty stomach. Here, the culinary teams
at The Fullerton Hotel and The Fullerton Bay
Hotel offer a couple of suggestions on their
must-try offerings.

theatre dinner. It is renowned for redefining
the buffet, with a choice of international,
Asian and gourmet seafood dishes. If you’re
in town over the weekend don’t miss the
lavish Sunday Champagne brunch.
Must-tries include everyone’s favourite,
the Town Laksa – delicious noodles in a spicy
coconut broth. Also try what is often touted
as Singapore’s national dish – the Hainanese
chicken rice, with tender poached chicken,
aromatic rice and a garlic chilli dip.
A luxe take on a perennial local favourite,
the lobster Nasi Lemak marries a whole
lobster with coconut scented rice.

THE FULLERTON HOTEL
SINGAPORE

THE FULLERTON BAY
HOTEL, SINGAPORE

With five restaurants and bars to discover,
guests can enjoy a wide array of dining
selections.
Town Restaurant is the perfect choice for
a power breakfast, business lunch or pre-

Preserving the hawker culture of
Singapore, The Clifford Pier is a dining
destination hosting a melting pot of cuisines,
with a menu of traditional delicacies.
Heritage afternoon tea takes place daily,

Town Restaurant Laksa

where each item is a representation of local
influences that reflect Singapore’s culinary
past and present. On weekends, there’s a
Heritage dim sum brunch with roving trolleys
that evoke a nostalgic vibe. The must-try dish
here is soup kambing, a traditional mutton
soup infused with local spices.
Featuring a curated menu of French
classics, La Brasserie dishes up everything
from steak dinners to brunch. Must-tries
include the Saturday brunch with createyour-own Bloody Mary and gin parlour
stations.
■ fullertonhotels.com
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ASIAN ESCAPES

MAKE BIG SAVINGS ON
FAR–FLUNG FRONTIERS
EXPANDING THEIR catalogue of grand
experiences and guided offerings, Globus
family of brands has launched their new
‘Asia & Africa’ brochure, including three new
itineraries from Cosmos.
In line with emerging travel trends
and frontier destination demand, Globus
family of brands has developed new trips
and itineraries that stay true to its ethos
of hassle-free, experience-led and highlyinclusive holidays.
From unravelling the history of Beijing’s
Forbidden City to witnessing the big cats
of the Serengeti stalk their prey, Globus,
Cosmos and Avalon have dozens of
adventures and encounters ready to be
booked and personalised for 2019.
To celebrate the brochure launch, Globus
is offering early bird savings of five per cent
applicable on all bookings made before April
30, 2019.
Gai Tyrell, Managing Director Globus
family of brands, said the launch of new
trips was always an exciting time for the
company, providing an opportunity to
demonstrate the brand’s dedication to
providing innovative services, unique touch
points, fresh pit-stops and experiences.
“The launch of our Asia and Africa
2019 brochure featuring Africa for the
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first time and the announcement of three
new itineraries are testament to Globus’
family of brands continual evolution
and development, putting our guests at
the forefront of experience-led travel –
impressively, after 90 years, we are still
innovating our offering,” said Tyrell.

NEW IN ASIA

Whether watching the sunset over Angkor
Wat, sipping hot sake in a Takayama brewery,
searching for tigers in India or savouring
a cup of tea at the farm where its leaves
were harvested, Asia delivers unforgettable
experiences.
In 2019, Globus family of brands is making
Asia even more accessible and immersive
with one new itinerary:
‘The Spirit of China & the Yangtze River’
itinerary (by Cosmos) starts at 13 days
from Shanghai to Beijing and is priced
from $3,687.

*

NEW IN AFRICA

Roll out of bed in a luxurious open-air
lodge, watch the sun rise over the African
landscape and witness zebras, gazelles and
giraffes roaming outside your room.

To cater to demand, Cosmos has added
two new itineraries to its 2019 Africa
portfolio:
‘The Best of South Africa’ itinerary is nine
days from Johannesburg to Cape Town
and is priced from $3,316.

*

On Safari in Kenya & Tanzania’
* ‘The
itinerary is 11 days from Nairobi to
Arusha and is priced from $5,276.

TOURING WITH GLOBUS

On a Globus tour through China, India,
Japan or Southeast Asia, guests get a real
sense of discovery and exploration along with
luxury trimmings and exclusive local secrets,
whether they’re wandering through UNESCOprotected Angkor Wat in Cambodia, enjoying
a wafer-thin dosa in India or relaxing in a
traditional onsen in Japan.
Specially curated experiences include
rickshaw riding through the hutongs, Beijing’s
ancient alleyways. In India, ride a rickshaw
through the Chandni Chowk bazaar in Delhi,
float along the sacred waters of the Ganges
and relish the tastes of a home-hosted dinner
with an Indian noble family. In Japan, guests
can partake in a traditional tea ceremony, try
on kimonos and attempt calligraphy.
A Globus tour includes deluxe motorcoach,
local favourites, superior accommodation,
breakfast daily (along with select other meals
depending on the tour), VIP sightseeing,
professional Tour Director and local guides.
■ globus.com.au

Your perfect escape

THE EXOTICS
Tours from

$147
PER DAY*

SRI LANKA

On a Cosmos tour be blown away
by how simple touring has been
made so special. Leave all the
essentials and planning to us and
relish in the freedom & flexibility
so you can immerse your senses
in the colourful traditions, the
aromatic flavours and the rich
history of bygone eras.
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2019 Cosmos Asia out now!

JOURNEY THROUGH JAPAN

GRAND TOUR OF SRI LANKA

From $4,489

From $2,539

12 days | Tokyo to Osaka

11 days | Colombo return

per person twin share, departing 15/04/2019

Comfy hotels

2

Dambulla

|

Coach with Wi-Fi

|

Knowledgeable guides

per person twin share, departing 24/11/2019

|

Must-see sights

For bookings call 1300 130 134 or visit CosmosTours.com.au
*Terms & conditions apply. See website for details.
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IRELAND

On the road
trip again
JON UNDERWOOD climbs behind the wheel to sample
some more of the Wild Atlantic Way.
REGULAR READERS of this august
publication will know that I’m a sucker for a
road trip.
Give me a hire car, a sat nav and a vague
idea of where I’m supposed to be going and
I’m as happy as a monastery full of monks
who’ve just discovered brewing.
So when the chance came to reacquaint
myself with the Wild Atlantic Way (WAW)
in Ireland, I jumped at the chance. The
WAW is believed to be the longest defined
coastal driving route in the world, starting in
Kinsale in County Cork and finishing on the
Inishowen Peninsula in County Donegal.
I’d already done the Causeway Coastal
Route from Belfast to Londonderry and bits
of the WAW around the north west, but with
a grand total of 2,500 kilometres to explore,
there was still plenty left to see.
My journey would take me through
an area known as the Cliff Coast, which
stretches from Galway through to North
Kerry.
Leaving Galway the morning after St.
Patrick’s Day was eerily quiet with not a soul
to be seen – a stark contrast to the crowded
and raucous streets of the day before.
Turning south on the N67, I passed
through Clarinbridge (apparently the home
of the oyster) before making my first stop
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at Dunguaire Castle, a 16th century tower
house on the shores of Galway Bay.
This area of Ireland is known as the
Burren Region, due to the largest expanse of
limestone pavement to be found anywhere
in the world.
But it was dramatic Atlantic scenery that
I’d come to see and things began to get a
little wilder once I’d passed through the
small harbour village of Ballyvaughan and
the deserted sands of Fanore Beach.
Those who like to explore underground
will be delighted to know both Ailwee Cave

Catch some waves on the Wild Atlantic Way.
Picture courtesy Tourism Ireland

Cliffs of Moher.
Picture courtesy
Tourism Ireland

IRELAND
Dunguaire Castle.
Picture courtesy Tourism Ireland
Below: Doonagore
Castle in Doolin

Captions:

and Doolin Cave are in this region, but I was
keen to push on to the Cliffs of Moher, one
of Ireland’s most famous attractions. At more
than 200 metres high, they are not for the
feint-hearted.
My overnight stay was in the quaint
neighbouring village of Doolin. This place
is extremely popular (more on that later),
testament to which was the coach-loads of
tourists that arrived five minutes before me,
filling every pub, restaurant and takeaway
shop in the main street.
Fortunately, I had a room booked at the
boutique Hotel Doolin, which proved to be
an extremely comfortable stop on my driving
excursion. Along with a deli, it has the Chervil
Restaurant, the Fitzpatrick bar and, somewhat
unusually, a tourist information office.
But what makes this place so busy is that
it claims to be the traditional music capital of
Ireland. You’re truly spoilt for choice when it
comes to great venues and I spent a craicfilled night in nearby McDermott’s, tapping
and clapping as a local two-piece played
their hearts out. If there’s anywhere better to
be than an Irish pub with great music on a
Sunday night I’ve yet to find it.
From Doolin I burrowed south, taking in the
villages of Spanish Point, Doonbeg and Kilkee
before reaching the Loop Head Lighthouse,
which sits on an exposed peninsula on the
western tip of County Clare – the next piece
of land you’d hit west of here would be
Newfoundland!
It’s actually quite scary how close to the edge
of the cliffs you can get here but fortunately this
also allowed me to look down into the Shannon
Estuary. Way below I spotted pods of bottlenose
dolphin frolicking in the surf.
While this part of the WAW may lack the
scale of the jaw-dropping scenery around
Donegal and Sliabh Liag, this section is still
well worth a look. It’s very easy to drive and
the quaint little seaside villages and towns
you pass through guarantee plenty of variety
to the scenery you’ll encounter.
■ trade.ireland.com

Ireland has been ranked the fourth best destination
in the world for ‘travel experiences’ by TripAdvisor.

Loop Head Lighthouse

The popular travel site has unveiled research about the top places in the
world for travellers to participate in local tours, activities and experiences, based on the
combined average ratings and reviews of its users.
According to TripAdvisor, “Ireland’s scenic landscapes, like a Howth Peninsula hiking
tour, and cultural experiences propel the country into the list of top five worldwide for
experiences, making it also the best country in Europe for travel experiences.”
“The findings are based on travellers’ own experiences on holidays here, so the
inclusion of Ireland in this list is particularly good news – helping to give us ‘stand-out’ in a
very competitive international marketplace,” said Niall Gibbons, CEO of Tourism Ireland.
“The great variety of things to see and do, activities and experiences is one of our
unique selling points and makes Ireland such a great choice for a short break or holiday.”
The top five best destinations in the world for travel experiences are Costa Rica, New
Zealand, Vietnam, Ireland and Scotland.
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RIVER CRUISING

Waltz into a Danube exploration
PASSENGERS CAN uncover the hidden
treasures of the Danube with a luxury sailing
aboard Crystal Mahler.
The 10-day round-trip voyage from Vienna
is full of quaint villages, rolling vineyards and
memorable historical locations.
Highlights include the Wachau Valley and
the Benedictine abbey perched atop the
city of Melk in Austria. Here also you’ll find
Durnstein, a robust wine-growing region
complete with picturesque mountains and
the famous Durnstein Castle.
Later in Slovakia you’ll discover St.
Martin’s Cathedral in Bratislava, a former
coronation church for Hungary’s royalty.
Then enjoy the striking architecture of

Budapest in Hungary, with an overnight stay
in the world-class city leaving plenty of time
to explore.
Crystal’s state-of-the-art river ship offers a
range of all-inclusive amenities and services,
including butler service for every suite, a
curated collection of destination experiences
ashore and Michelin-inspired cuisine.
Guests can also take advantage of
unlimited pours of select fine wines and
premium spirits, daily fitness and yoga
classes, and unlimited Wi-Fi.
The cruise departs on March 29, 2019,
and fares are available from $US5,000
(approx. $AU6,900) per person.
■ crystalcruises.com

MURRAY HOSTS AUSTRALIA’S BIG DAY
DISCOVER THE real history of the outback while enjoying all the traditional festivities on a
three-night Murray Princess Australia Day cruise.
Departing on January 25 next year, the trip promises a ‘fair dinkum’ Aussie good time will
be had by all. Combined with Australia Day festivities and dancing will be traditional games
like Aussie Two-Up, plus Aussie quizzes and Aussie bingo.
Early booking saver fares start from $820 per person twin share.
Fares include accommodation, all meals, guided nature walks, eco-excursions, onboard
presentations, onboard Wi-Fi, Australia Day festivities, dancing and live entertainment.
The Murray Princess has a sun deck, bar, two lounges, restaurant and mini gymnasium.
Complimentary scenic coach transfers from and to Adelaide or secure car parking in
Mannum and post-cruise coach transfer to Adelaide airport are available if required.
■ murrayprincess.com.au
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Lyon

SELL CLIENTS
DOWN THE RIVER
TO WIN A TRIP
VIKING HAS launched a trade incentive
rewarding the agent who sells the most
of the company’s river cruises before
November 30.
First prize is an eight-day ‘Lyon and
Provence’ river cruise for two. The itinerary
includes the highlights of Lyon, Tournon
and Viviers while cruising the Rhône from
France’s culinary capital to historic Avignon.
The winner will receive a Veranda
stateroom on the Lyon and Provence
itinerary that departs on March 24, 2019 on
Viking Longship Heimdal for two adults.
The prize also includes all onboard
meals, wine and beer with lunch and
dinner, a free shore excursion in every port
and unlimited Wi-Fi.
The incentive is open to all Australasian
travel agents and closes at 11:59pm
(AEST) on November 30.
“Over the last year, France has
been experiencing a resurgence in
popularity and this is one of our most
popular cruises,” said Jane Moggridge,
Viking General Manager Marketing and
Communications.
“The winner of this trip will experience
the beauty of Lyon and the Rhône River
with the world’s leading river cruise line.”
■ vikingcruises.com

Earn 1 Qantas Point
per $1 spent on APT holidays~

CANADA & ALASKA
2019 SELLING FAST!

THE APT DIFFERENCE | WHY BOOK WITH US?
For You
• VIP Partner Program Benefits – agency and
consultants rewards
• Dedicated Business Development Manager

For Your Clients
• Earn Qantas Frequent Flyer Points
• APT Club Loyalty Benefits
• Stay in prime and centrally located hotels and resorts
including the iconic Fairmont Collection
• Access to APT Concierge App allowing guests
to explore independently
• Exclusive Signature Experiences including exploring
The Butchart Gardens before the crowds arrive,
enjoying breakfast in the original Butchart residence
• One laundry bag per person is included
on Holland America Line cruise packages
• Tipping, airport transfers and luxury coach travel
all included
• Guaranteed Goldleaf service on all Rocky Mountaineer
rail journeys

ASK ABOUT OUR PREMIUM ECONOMY FLIGHTS FROM $2,595*
AND BUSINESS CLASS FLIGHTS FROM $5,995*

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR APT BDM
OR INSIDE SALES ON 1300 668 298
*Conditions apply. SEE: aptouring.com.au/SpecialDeals for full conditions. ~QANTAS FREQUENT FLYER: You must be a Qantas Frequent Flyer Member to earn Qantas Points. A joining fee may apply. Membership and Qantas Points are subject to the Qantas Frequent Flyer Terms and Conditions, available
at qantas.com/terms. Qantas Frequent Flyer members can earn 2 Qantas Points per AU$1 spent on APT Luxury River Cruise holidays and 1 Qantas Point per AU$1 spent on all other APT holidays. See aptouring.com.au/Qantas for full conditions. Australian Pacific Touring Pty Ltd. ABN 44 004 684 619.
ATAS accreditation #A10825. APT7291

RIVER CRUISING

The restaurant on the Robert Burns

Daring to be different

Riviera Travel has enjoyed a 68 per cent jump in Australian bookings
since launching their river cruise products here in 2016. Traveltalk’s
JON UNDERWOOD sat down with Thomas Morgan, Riviera’s Australian
Sales Manager, to learn more about the UK company aiming to ruffle
feathers Down Under.
THEIR RIVER ships are named after famous
British authors but the Riviera Travel story is
fast becoming a best seller in itself.
Founded 34 years ago taking Brits to
the French Riviera (hence the name), the
organisation grew to become the UK’s
largest overseas escorted tour company. A
move into river cruising followed and within
two years Riviera had also become the UK’s
largest river cruise operator.
Recognising the need to diversify
internationally, Riviera launched in Australia
in 2016. Results have been impressive, with
a 68 per cent jump in Aussie bookings this
year over 2017. But according to Thomas
Morgan, Australian Sales Manager, this

could be just the beginning.
“We are coming from being an
established brand in our home market and
everyone knowing who we are to being the
new kids on the block,” he tells me during a
chat in Sydney.
“But I would certainly say we are worth
taking notice of because if we do our jobs
right, then we’re here to ruffle a few feathers.”
The company offers five-star itineraries
across Europe at fares up to 50 per cent
lower than established Australian river cruise
companies. They will carry a record 47,000
passengers next year on 12 ships over 327
sailings.
“The agent market here has been

very receptive and they like that we’re a
genuine option to what’s out there. We’re
comparative on quality – if not better – than
everything else that’s out there, but we’re
bringing something new to the market for
their customers.
“If they’ve got clients who think five-star
river cruising is out of their budget, this gives
them an option. You can have a week’s river
cruise with us for less than $1,900, which is
remarkable value for money. We are bringing
something genuinely fresh in terms of an
offering to the customer.”
The Riviera ‘difference’ is that they don’t
include gratuities in their fares, avoid
discounting on cabins and don’t raise prices
to cover drinks for all passengers.
“We don’t want people to pay for
something they’re not going to get benefit
from. It’s like when you go out for dinner:
someone has a fillet steak and a bottle of red
and another has a salad and a glass of water.
Who is it who suggests splitting the bill?”
Morgan is adamant that Riviera are here
to stay and as testament to this, they’ve just
launched a new Australian website (www.
rivieratravel.com.au). They also boast a nodirect-booking policy, rewarding agents who
sell their product via wholesalers Cruiseco
and Cruise Traveller.
“We are very good at being as trade
friendly as possible and doing as much as
we can to help agents. We are looking at
doing a famil in 2019, taking agents over to
experience the product.
“There may also be a new river coming
soon. Hopefully we’ll have it ready to announce
early next year, so watch this space.”
FOOTNOTE: Riviera launched four ships
in 2017, with the 167-guest Robert Burns
christened last month. Another two ships,
William Wordsworth and George Eliot, will
begin cruising in Europe in 2019.
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5 STAR SRI LANKA UNCOVERED
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The guides, the food,
the hotel – all first class,
we are so impressed!
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MAGNIFICENT 15 DAY SMALL GROUP TOUR INCLUDING
STUNNING 5 STAR STAYS AND RETURN AIRFARES

F

INCLUDING RETURN AIRFARES WITH SINGAPORE AIRLINES
CHOOSE TO TRAVEL FROM JANUARY TO NOVEMBER 2019

Colombo / Galle / Yala National Park / Nuwara Eliya / Kandy / Wasgamuwa National Park / Sigiriya / Polonnaruwa / Chilaw

Your 15 Day Sri Lanka Uncovered package includes:
• Return international airfares with Singapore Airlines;
return airport transfers
• 13 nights luxury 5 star accommodation
• 13 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 12 dinners

• A professional English speaking escorted tour guide;
dedicated transportation
• Stunning sightseeing throughout
• Small group touring; maximum group size of 16

15 Days PER PERSON TWIN SHARE FROM

$

3,999

*

Typically $9,520

SEE ONLINE FOR THIS AND MANY MORE INSPIRING VACATIONS

REGISTER YOUR AGENCY ACCOUNT TODAY
visit

www.inspiringvacations.com

call

1300 88 66 88 – 7 days per week

WHY BOOK WITH INSPIRING VACATIONS?
• We are 100% Australian owned
and operated
• We offer a range of flight inclusive travel
packages to favourite destinations
• Our packages are easy to book and
at the best value for money possible
• Our fully Australian based team
are available to support you
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
• Sign up your agency in seconds to access
our fully commissionable product range

INSPIRING SERVICE.
GUARANTEED.
OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

